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,a successful
buSiness In
for the then
known
as
was the only
y Kentucky
e of the start
Winn became
rominent figorld.

•

rims pitans

realized it, of
people
Yew
team, or maybe they did, but a
little old plane that, wended its
way to Paducah for the Stevenson
hincheon at the Harkleys carried
the fate of a State in its cabin.
When the small craft landed et
the Paducah airport on the day
of the luncheon out stepped Governor Lawrence Wetherby, United States Senator Earle .C. Clements and U. S. Senator Toni
Underwood. That's kind of risky
business to have such a concentrated bundle of political hierachy
in one spot, and further than that,
we rather imagine it doesn't make
for easy nerves for genial, popular Doc Beauchamp. Nothing
happened, thank goodness for the
occupants of the plane, and Doc
lived it through, but things. can
happen you know. Doc would
have ascended to the Governorship, but who wants to name two
United States
Senators in one
lifetime.
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Cub Scout CarnivaI
To Pack Big Surprise

DYERSBUR
G FIRM
BY-PASS
JOB
GETS
Ot

Number Forty-Three

'Twenty Years a.14441*0 gress Al!
Around You' Wetherby Says

Construction
the Fulton bypass road is expected to begin
within the next few days, officials
of the Forcum-Jeeses Co., conIf there's anybody in town
Den No. 1; Den Mother, Mrs.
Speaking purely on the Demo- soil is looked after, your
busier than the Cub Scouts, then Gene Williamson. This den will tractors, Dyersburg, Tenn., said
crops are
cratic Administration's
record protected.by price supports, your
its the mothers of the Cub Scouts have charge of the "Cake Walk" Wednesday.
The
State
Highway
Department
for
the
past
20
years Governor farms are electrified, your credit
as they prepare for their annual and only homemade cakes will
announced Wednesday that the
Lawrence Wetherby told a huge is good as a result of
Cub Scout Carnival next Thurs- be given as prizes in this, defarm loans,"
contract
for
gilds,
drain
and
bicrowd
of
listeners
on Lake Street he said in seeking the
day October 30. Nelson Tripp's lightful game. Members of the
tuminous surfeeink of the road
Thursday: "In this area of Ken- loyality and support continued
little boys in blue are eager beav- den and the Den Mother will be
of Demotucky I need not go into particul- crats in Fulton. •
ers anyhow, but when working ably assisted by Mr. and Mrs. had been let' te the Dyersburg
firm on a bid of $272,040.81.
ar detail about what the Demo- "And particulary
on a project like this they're like Ward Johnson.
do I want to
The beltline route will start on
cratic party has done for you in ask your support of Tom
streaks of lightning. Under the
Den No. 2; Den Mother, Mrs. U. S. Highway 45 at the MetroUnderFulton County. Its all around wood for the United
chairmanship of
Mr. Tripp W. P. Burnette. This den will do
States Senyou. Near you there's the tremen- ate." The Governor
everything is almost in readiness a turn-about of the song "The polis Road and intersect Highway
said: "You
dous project of TVA at Kentucky good Democrats prevailed
for the big event and the public weather outside may be delight- 51 at Fticeville. The road will
upon
then curve southward and citiDam, in your farm homes there's me to support Tom
is cordially Urged to attend. The ful but there will be snowballs
Underwood
to
electricity under the Rural Elec- the Senate and I fulfilled
Carnival will be staged at the inside," for the wide awake mem- nect with Highway 51 - at Highyour
lands.
This sounds 'like a bit of mor- Science Hall and the admission
trification
Administration and wish. Now is the time to show
bers of Den No. 2 will operate a
When the proposal to construct
bid think,,ing on this bright blue is only ten cents.
don't forget your social benefit your appreciation of his fine
snowball machine and sell this
reday and frankly it is the weather
programs that have'been af un- cord by sending him back
The dens and their participation delicious favorite of the children the highway was first made sevto the
eral months ago„ local merchants
we're thinking of . . . especally in the program is as follows:
told
assistance
to
many
of
you."
Senate." Getting down to a heartin many colors. The stand will be protested bitterly that the by-pass
while flying. Next time, fellas,
•
•
•
0
•
•
•
•
To the hundreds of farmers in to-heart talk with his listeners
operated by Mrs. Jack Allen.
would eliminate
divvy up Governoor, you're the
most of their
the
audience
Governor Wetherby Kentucky's Chief Executive addDen No. 4; Den Mother, Mrs. L. tourist businesa Several petitions
youngest, you walk. We're stump- Needlework Wanted
placed particular emphasis on the ed: "Tom Underwood has been
P. Carney. Members of Den No. were circulated, but the controed as to who might be younger For Cub Carnival
beneficial
farm
programs that your friend and mine. When the
4 will operate the very favorite versy has died down in the last
.or older, Tom or Earle, but toss
have been administered by the severe dry weather
threatened
Persons
who
donate bazaar booth. At this booth hand- few weeks.
will
a coin next time and one of you
Democratic administration. "Your your crops I called on
needlework to the Cubs for the made linens and other household
The money for the project will
ride a bicyle.
• • • • • • • e Underwood to get relief Senator
for you.
Carnival to be held on October 80 articles will be sold. Mrs. John be furnished by the
state and
Deborah;eai Locke InHas
He acted immediately and as a
Now that we've added our little are asked to get in touch with Schwerdt and Mrs. Roper Fields federal governments.
result many of you are in better
Friend
telephone will assist in the booth.
The highway department also
bit of wisdom to that usually dis- Mrs. L. P. Carney,
shape than you would have been
German
Dens No. 5 and No. 8;
Boxer
pensed by the National Safety 384; Mrs. John Schwardt, teleeDen awarded a contract to Blackburnif is had not been for Tom. Don't
979-W or Mrs.
Roper Mothers, Mrs. Paul Nanney and Ferguson Contracting Co., FreCouncil, we're still
wondering phone
for get these things."
There's never a lull in the con- 1
Mrs. Milton Calliham. Members donia, for grade, drain and gravel
what would
happen if such a Fields, telephone 928.
The Governor was introduced
Acceptable
pieces of artwork of these dens will be the proprie- surfacing of 7.918 miles of Jor- versation when dogs and children
0.1 Mr's'. Kathryn R. Kelly, County
thing happened.
by Al T. Owens, County
Caminclude pillow cases, pot-holders, tors of the incomparable coun- dan-Fulton Road in Fulton Coun- are
discussed. For the W.
Court Clerk revealed today that paign
Chairman. On the speaker's
stuffed toys, aprons or any other
Lockes of Fulton it could be a I th elargest number of requests for
ty.
Did you know that folks are article of needlework. This bazaalk try store that last year proved to
platform
were city and county
Mulligan
Brothers of Green- talkathon for their lovely grand- absentee ballots ever received by
place for the
calling the Republican Vice-presi- will be a new addition to the car- be the meeting
ville was awarded a contract for daughter is not only "the cutest her are row in the Clerk's office officials; Mrs. William McDade,
dential Candidate "The Weep" nival and it is hoped that Ful- hundreds of patrons at the Carnicounty
chairwoman,
members of
reconstruction and graveling of thing you ever saw", but she also Nearly 100 requests had been re. . . . after
soul-stirring, ton's skilled needleworkers will val. The country store will be re- 1.839
his
the press and other local dignamiles of
Trace Creek has a great, big, beautiful Ger- ceived up until Wednesday and
plete with stupendous
gigantic
breast-beating, true
romance help to make it a success.
taries.
bargains and certainly there will Church Road in Graves County. man boxer dog. Deborah Ann since today (Friday, October 24)
fashion confession about how he
Following the
speaking the
Locke is the
daughter of the is the last day to make the re(Coathieed on page four)
took $18,000 from
wealthy conGovernor visited at Democratic
Henry Lockes, both well known quest many more are expected.
stituents and didn't bother to reheadquarters and later spoke to
South Fulton Squad
here. Recently a newspaper
in
Tremendous interest in
the
veal the situation until forced to.
Fulton Masons
Carmi, Illinois wrote up the little Presidential race and the Senat- the Young Democrats Club meetHonored At Derby
Members of South Fulton Red girl and her dog and its an inter- orial race is responsible for this ing at Smith's Cafe Mrs. Kathryn
In Louisville
And on the subject of politics
Kelly is presider'. if the county
Devils Football squad were en- esting story, It follows:
interest, as is the work
being organizat...on.
For the first time in the his(what else these days) we heard
Local Masons, C. W. Bridges, tertained with a steak
•
dinner at "Deborah Ann Locke, age one done by Democratic
Campaign
a good story about a Democrat tory of Girl Scouting in Fulton a C. A. Stephens and George Moore the Derby Cafe last
Thursday thinks the world in all of her Ger- Headquarters here. Al T. Owens,
who went to the movies in Hop- finance drive will be held to sup- are attending the Grand Lodge at night by Principal Mac
Burrow man boxer, and her parents, Lt. county chairman and Mrs. Willkinsville, Ky., and bought and port the local t•vop. Next Wed- Louisville this week.
and Mrs. J. H. Locke, say this iam McDade, county chairwoman Funeral Services
and Coach Bob Perkins.
box of pop-corn and upon exam- nesday October 29, a drive headed
Mrs. Bridges accompanied her
dog is the gentlest they have ever together with a score of volunteer For James Kell
A delicious
meal
was
served
ining the carton
found a huge by Bill McDade and Ernest Fall, husband to Louisville and they to those present
indluding two seen with children. This boxer, a workers are canvassing the area
ture of Ike and the caption, "I Jr., will seek to solicit 2800 from plan to go to Alexandria, Va., to guests, Lowell Kendall and
Funeral services for
James
Car- real "blue blood" of the bred, has for voters who expect to be outthis
Gi 1 Scout visit his daughter for two mantle,
Monroe (Pete)
lutd
the impressive name of Heisler of-town on. election day.
The ton, who died Kell, 72, of ClinSunday evening,
"*
A841114444 these Imo- we*
fipkinsVille is Tam Undeinvood'
is Garr Scout Wee!, .,
li'e
tr ripeillcation fotrii and 2:30 ihditlailtseilis-Attsencestat
The Girl Scouts hi Fulton are
horn-town.
at the Mt. Pleasant Method"Debbie's
maternal
grand- sending them in to the County
part of the recently
organized
ist Church with Rev. H. A. Smith
parents are
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Court Clerk.
Servinp: our volunteer tour of Bear Creek Council which is sup- Clements
officiating. Burial was in
Winfrey, of Carmi, and her paterMt.
Concerted action on the part of
duty at Democratic
Campaign ervising and assisting the activinal . grandparents are Mr. and the Democratic Campaign com- Pleasant cemetery under direcHeadquarters the
other
day ties in Fulton. The local troop
tion
of
Hopkins
Funeral Home.
Mrs. W. 0. Locke, of Fulton, mittee will be responsible for a
atbrought us a nice visit with one contains about 55 girls and
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Kentucky. The J. H. Lockes and large vote on election day, it was
of Fulton's grand ole ladies, Mrs. tempts are being made to organ- Demo
Neeta
Kell;
two
daughter
daughters, Mrs.
and boxer are now in revealed today by Mr. Owen.
cratic
Brownie troops here for preEunice Robinson. The delightful
Boyd Grissom,
Germany, where Lt. Locke is on
Mayfield, and
lady, takes a great deal of joy in Scout age pupils.
Mrs. Rube Wilson, Wingo; four
In a story
appearing in the
duty with the U. S. Army. Mrs.
INJURED
ACCIDENT
IN
Girl Scouting as with Boy Courier-Journal Thursday Octotelling her age, we don't blame
sons, Alfred
Kell of
Locke and Debbie stayed in CarClinton;
her. To get above the 80's and be Scouts, is one of any community's ber 23, written by Ed Edstrom of I
mi at the
Late Sunday afternoon Mr. arid Udell Kell of Wingo, James Kell
Winfrey home until
worthwhile
most
projects.
Princi- the Washington C-J Bureau Senaspry, full of life, and right on the
March, when they went to Ger- Mrs. Carl Wright and daughter, of Fulton and Ray Kell of Clinball is something. That may be a ples of good living and ideal as- tor Earle Clements gives an optimany. They expect to be back in Martha, Were painfully injured ton; one sister, Mrs. Ella Barkley,
little bit of slang to use in con- sociations with others learned in mistic note about the Novemberl
Carmi, boxer and all, by Christ- in a collision occurring 8 miles Clinton; four brothers, M. R. Kell
nection with Mrs. Robinson, but scouting are characteristics that 4 election. He said:
mas."
north of Clarksville, Tenn., as and Otis Kell of Michigan, Joe
she'd have you say so herself. go with youngsters all through
Earle C: Clements marked his
they were on their way home to Stroud and Johnny Stroud of
Soon she is going to Louisville to their lives.
56th birthday today with two preJohn A. Watford, seaman USN, Nashville. Their other three chil- Clinton; six
grandchildren and
Scout dictions about the election—the
attend the Grand Chapter meet- - Mrs. Joe Hall is Girl
son of Mr. and Mrs. Watford of dren, Carl Dean, Ann, and Jimyy one great grandchild.
ing of the Eastern Star and she leader in Fulton ans is assisted by Kentucky Democratic
210
Gin
injured.
Simpson,
Street,
not
D.
Fulton, Ky., has were
J.
plurality
has been. going to the meetings Mrs. Dick Cummings, Mrs. Gene will be bigger than it was four
arrived in Long
Beach, Calif., of this city who is a brother of George
Bowen Rites
for nearly fifty years. Mrs. Rob- Smith and Mrs. George Moore.
years ago and the Democrats will
aboard the destroyer USS Ruper- Mrs. Wright, has gone to Nashinson was at one time Worthy
Held Tuesday Here
keep their Senate majority.
tus, from the Far East.
ville to attend their bedside.
Grand Matron of the State ChapThe Kentuckian is chairman of
Funeral services for George B.
ter and all during the years her
the Democratic senatorial-camBowen, 78. who died
suddenly
interest has been as keen as it
paign committee, whose goal is to
Monday morning, were conducted
was the first meeting she attendelect as many Democratic senaTuesday afternoon at the family
ed. She is a regular and devoted
tors as possible.
residence south of town with Bro.
member of the local chapter and
The entire
Fulton area was
Of
Kentucky,
Clements said,
Donald C. Kester, pastor of the
rarely if ever misses a meeting. shocked and saddened to learn of
Senator
Clements
"Senator
Thomas
R.
Underwood's
With the same kind of enthusiasm the death of Mrs. M. I. Boulton,
Kentucky - farmers are really ' Steers and heifers brought as Church of Christ, officiating. Bierial was in Oak Grove cemetery
she goes into everything she does, who died Wednesday afternoon seat is safe."
The Democrats in the Senate taking a
beating on livestock ' high as $38 last year but only up under direction of Bowlin
In
the
last
presidential
election,
and her
visit at
and
Democratic at 3:30 in Miami, Florida where
$32.00
this
past
week.
to
now
have
a 49-to-47 majority and prices this fall as compared with
Headquarters
was to let folks she was visiting. The body will Kentucky Democrats won by a
Baby beeves were down as Riggs.
the same period last year. Some
need
to
win
125,000
14
to
only
seats
plurality
and
"they'll
imSurviving
keel
,
the
deceased are his
know that she's vitally interested arrive in Fulton on the "City of
sserse ofpounds,cattle
classes
bo
off
s $4$10
0 d much as $6.00-$8.00; fat cows wife, Mrs. Florence Bowen;
prove on it this time," Clements it, while the
Republicans must
in her party.
one
Miami" and will be taken to the said.
hundred
lambs
and $8.00410.00, while top veals were daughter, Mrs. R. L. (Bob) Harwin
22
to
gain
control.
Whitnel Funeral
$5-$9 lower.
Home. Her
veals 45-$9.
As for the over-all Senate maris;
one
son,
Hilliary
B.
Bowen
People like
Mrs.
Robinson husband preceded her in death
of
"We've got 35 Democratic holdCattle receipts were-wveraging San Pedro, Calif.; two
.This release is based on weekly
never get old. The years may add in January, 1951. She was a mem- jority, Clements said he based his overs whose
brothers,
terms are not at
higher per market last year at Will Bowen of
opinion on a trip last week to
reports
of
Kentucky's
livemajor
Evansville
up with marked regularity, and ber of the Methodist
and
stake,"
Clements said. "We've got
Church.
Feeder this time, while average hog re- Charlie Bowen of Route 3, Maraccordingly, Mrs. Boulton retired to her room Montana, Wyoming, Nevada, five Southern states that are safe stock auction markets.
the mind matures
taken the ceipts were unchanged and sheep tin; two sisters, Mrs. Mollie CanMissouri —Virginia, Texas, Mississippi, cattle seem to have
but the heart is always young and for a rest and death came while Utah, Colorado and
faster rate.
plus interviews with Democrats
trell of Herrin, Ill., and Mrs. Hal
gay. To her every day is a new she slept.
Florida, and Tennessee. 'Except worst drop as they sold this week
from all parts of the nation.
Top barrows and gilts weigh- Burnham ,of
Belknap, Ill., and
day, entirely different from yesfor Tennessee, there is no opposi- at $17-$25, and one year ago at
Survivors include one brother, Clements said it was
$25-$35.
all
a
mating
180-250
four
pounds
for
sold
grandchildren.
terday and seemingly they may Everett Russell of Brownsville,
tion. And in Tennessee the Reter
of
simple
arithmetic.
$19.70-$20.70
during
the
past
get shorter for there's so much to Texas, one sister, Mrs. Harriet
publican opposition is nominal."
week on the auction
markets.
do and so many people to see. In- Hoyt of McCombs, Texas; four
To this list Clements added five Pfc Jackson Enjoys
This was only $1.00-$1.25 lower
CHIP PICKS 'EM
deed, it was wonderful duty at nephews, William Kimbro
more states—Kentucky, Missouri, Vacation
of IMrs. Witherspoon
In Japan
than last year and was the smallheadquarters for we got to knout Crutchfield,
Nicholas,' Dies
Rhode
C. H.
Island,
West
Virginia,
and
Chip
Roberta, eagle-eye folThursday
est decline of any class of liveMrs. Eunice Robinson.
Schenectady, N. Y., E. M. Russell,
Arizona—of which he said, "I bePfc. Robert E. Jackson of Fullower of the owl and downs in
Mrs. Marcell Witherspoon, wife lieve even the Republicans will ton, Ky., recently spent a five- stock. Top lambs were $27.00 this
New Haven,
Conn., and John
College
football, demonstrated
Last week we erred. This week Russell, San Bonita, Texas; title of James
Witherspoon, died admit they're pretty sure to go day vacation from Korea on a past week but $32.00 one year his ability last
week by picking
ago.
we'll correct. We said in an article nieces, Mrs. Leon Turr'Jerlinson, Thursday morning at Haws
rest and recuperation leave
in
Hos- to the Democrats."
11
out
or
14 whiners and walkabout the Young Democrats that San Bonita, Texas; Mrs. Wayne pital,
Feed
Markets
strengthened
and
Democrats are running to keep Japan.
following a short illness.
ing off with first prize in they
Jennings Kearby was president. Vaughan, of South Bend, Texas;
A member of the 25th Infaritriy most prices remained firm or ad- NEWS' weekly (Withal! contest.
their Senate seats in all these five
That was wrong, Kathryn Kelly Mrs. W. L. Phillips; Mrs. Donald She was born January 2, 1923. In
vanced
during
athe
week,
reports
Division,
he stayed in one of the
states except Missouri. There Reto the U. S. Department of Agriis Fulton County President and Stokes and Mrs. Harry Mess Lat- March 1941 she married James
Second-place winner with alpublican Senator James P. Kern finest hotels in Japan and enjoyed
Jennings is her
very
helpful ta of Fulton.
Witherspoon and to this
so a 11 out of 14 score. but with
union is opposed by W. Stuart Syming- many luxuries unobtainable in culture indicated.
worker. He
handles a lot of
The deceased is well known in four children Are born, namely, ton.
Korea. The leave is part of the , Dry weather on march of the a point difference of 246 comKathryn's work on this end of the surrounding community havpared with Chip's 210 went to
Cynthia, James, Jr., Robert and
Clements said he will leave for Army's policy to give the fighting midwest and south central areas
the county and since the type- ing continued the operation of the
has caused poor
pasture_cendi- Johnny Lancaster of Dyersburg,
Anita. She was a member of the Kentucky
tomorrow and stay soldier a rest from the rigors of ,
writer is new and acting smart, monument business established
tions and
contributed to
the Tenn.
Society
of there through the election. He combat.
it just added the word after Jen- by her husband and having only Christian Science
Jackson is a gunner in
the stronger $1 to $3 per ton in the
Fulton.
expects to meet first with SevThird-place, with 10 out of 14
nings' name. We're sorry.
recently sold this business to Mr.
14th Infantry Regiment's Heavy .midwest markets but were unChristian Science funeral serv- enth District Democrats.
McCutcheson in Union City.
Mortar Company, a part of the changed to a little lower in east- went to Mrs. Jack Moore of
ice will be read this afternoon in
"I guess the state
committee
The funeral service is to be the Hornbeak
ern markets. The active demand Fulton. Mrs. Moore had no comIN HOSPITAL
Funeral
Home will have enough for me to do to 25th. Division.
Former Fultonian, Abe Caudell, held Sunday afternoon at three Chapel and
absorbed increased offerings of petition on her level . . . with
burial will be in keep me busy until November 4,"
balance of scoreis setiously ill in the Methodist o'clock at the First
soybean and cottonseed meal with the great
Methodist Greenlee Cemetery.
BACK HOME
guessers picking nine out of 14
Clements said.
Hospital in Memphis. Mrs. Rich- Church with burial in the Greenprices at or near ceiling levels.
Other survivors of the deceased
and
eight out of 14.
Little Clete Beggs, 7 years-old
ard McNeilly, of city, is attend- lee Cemetery.
include her father, Amos
Mcdaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ellis
ing the 'bedside of her father.
ENROLLS AT UT
There's a new group of games
Fadden of Union City, her mothMr. and Mrs. Covine Hastings Beggs, has been
brought home
William Lloyd Grymes, son of thls week -end,
Mrs: W. M. (Mac) Cowell was er, Mrs. Myrtle Hartman of Nor- and daughter, Carolyn of Detroit from the LeBortheur
probably Just as
Children's
this full of upsets as last week, so
Price }Umbel,South rulton's celled to attend the funeral of folk, Va., one
brothel', James have arrived in Fulton for a visit Hospital in Memphis where she Mrs. Eldridge Grymes of
enrolled
has
city,
for
the
Fall
Chief of Police has returned from her uncle who was killed in a McFadden of
turn
now to the "Football Page"
Norfolk and one with their daughter, Mrs. Doyle has been receiving treatment for
Quarter at the University
of
a pheasant hunting trip in De- train wreck hi £1 Dorado. Kans. sister, Mrs. Loreine Michalak of Freida and Mr. Frields at
the polio the past three weeks. She is Tennessee School of Biological' In this issue and teat your ek111.
trait.
last week.
Anyone
Pittsburgh, Pa. ;
ean ids the polite usestheir home Vine Street.
convalescing nicely.
Sciences in Memphis.
ey; why fee yeuf

;MANY VOTERS SEEK
'ABSENTEE BALLOTS

GIRL SCOUTS TO
HAVE FUND DRIVE

Predicts
emocratic Victory

MRS. M.I, BOULTON
DIES IN FLORIDA

p A

KENT= FARMERS TAKING BEATING ON
CATTLFPRICES, SOME OFF NEARLY $10

•

Tom Underwood Has Record of Good Service To
Farmer; GOP Winner Will Change Congress
Kentucky voters have a choice between
two men with good records in the race for the
Senate: Thomas R. Underwood and John Sherman Cooper. The support of these papers, after mature deliberation, goes to Senator Underwood.
Louisville's
Republican
Congressman
Thruston B. Morton
stated the
point that
weighs heaviest in our decision. He told the
Lincoln Club in Louisville that the election
of Cooper might well mean that the Republican Party would organize the Senate. We believe Mr. Morton's analysis is accurate.
Both Cooper and Underwood have sound
voting records on foreign policy, but to substitute Cooper for Underwood now might place
Senatorial control in the hands of a party
whose total record on foreign affairs is not
good.
Certainly there are Republicans who have
supported America's developing world responsibility. But on too many major votes, the Republican majority has swung back to the old
standards of isolationism and irresponsibility.
The split in the rock of Republicanism on foreign policy goes very deep, and the bigger portion lies on the isolationist side of the cleft.
The Democratic Party also has its deep
and wide divisions.
As Governor Steyenson
expressed it: "We have our differenees. If we
didn't, we would hardly be Democrats, but our
differences are not over foreign policy."
It is our feeling that America can still safely indulge in the luxury of disagreement on
domestic issues. The times are too
critical,
however, and our position too exposed for us
to undergo an orgy of indecision on the cardinal points of our foreign policy. If we hesitate
now, we may lose the confidence of free men
everywhere that we can lead them through
the narrow channel between the whirlpool of
war and Communist slavery.
The malady of the Republican Party on
foreign policy is strikingly demonstrated this
year. The G. 0. P. candidate for President is
an avowed internationalist. Yet of 18 Republicans runing for re-election to the Senate, no
less than 10 belong to the extreme isolationist
wing of the party.
These die-hards seeking
re-election are
Bricker of Ohio, Butler of Nebraska, Cain of
Washington, Dcton of Montana, Jenner of Indiana, Kern of Missouri, McCarthy of Wisconsin, Malone of Neveda, Martin of Pennsylvania
and 'Watkins of.Utah. These are men the Republican Party gave to the country when it
enjoyed a surge of power in 1946.
Mr. Cooper, if returned to the Senate,

Life In Kentucky
Changes In 20 Years
Life in Kentucky is better and richer than
it was 20 years. ago. The people of Kentucky
have come a long way and they have worked
hard to do it. And the same reactionary forces
are still threatening both our gains and our future. In the fight now shaping up it is well to
consider just what these gains have been.
Today the average family, primarily as a
result of steadier and more secure employment, is far better off than the average family
of 20 years ago.
And the Federal-State cooperative economic and social welfare programs are helping those few who failed to keep pace with the
more prosperous.
Total personal income in Kentucky in 1950
reached $2,694,000,000, an increase of 179 percent since 1929—the best of the years
when
the Republicans ruled the country—and
of
408 per cent since 1932. Even in terms of 1950
prices, total income has increased 98 percent
since 1929, and 190 per cent since 1932.
Income in 1950 amounted to $911 for each
man, woman, and child in Kentucky. Even
after adjustment for price changes, the equival
ent per capita income in 1932 was $347
and
only $519 in 1929.
Where there was $103 per person deposited in Kentucky banks 20 years ago, there
is
$486 today.
Today, more Kentucky families than ever
before have attained the goal of almost
every
American—home
ownership, and "my own
back yard."
Moreover, Federal sponsored and financial
ly aided slum -clearance and urban redevel
opment projects are transforming many squalid and deteriorated
areas of our cities into
beautfiul gar den areas for healthful and happy
living.
Now 456,797
Kentucky
families own
homes, compared with 306,284 in 1930, an
increase of 49 percent or nearly
150,500 more
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would obviously vote for Republican organization of that body. Such
organization would
make Senator
McCarthy chairman of the
Committee on Expenditures in Executive Departments, where he could exert the power of
the purse to compel obedience to his ideas of
how the departments of government should
operate. It would place Senator Butler in the
chairmanship of Interior and Insular Affairs
(with jurisdiction over public lands and conservation policies), and Senator Cain in the
Public Works chairmanship. These are samples of the pattern to which Cooper's election
this year would contribute.
The Courier-Journal and Louisville Times
supported John Sherman Cooper when he ran
for re-election to the Senate in 1948. His opponent then was Virgil Chapman. Cooper had
often been highly conservative in his Senate
votes on domestic
issues, but we liked his
strong line on foreign policy. Since 1948, he
has done useful service with the U. N.
In this year's campaign, however,
Mr.
Cooper seems It. us to have drifted from his
old moorings.
Cooper's opening campaign speech contained a statement on foreign
policy that
might have fallen from the
lips of any unenlightened isolationiit working out of Republican campaign headquarters. All of Cooper's foreign experience seemed to tell So
nothing. He dealt only in condemnation, with
no attempt at illumination or constructive suggestion. The war must be won quickly in Korea, but without risk. We must guard our interests more fully throughout the world, but
spend less money to do it. We mutt, in short,
elect the Republicans and let them utter
s
magic spell that will freeze Joe Stalin in
his
tracks.
We have not agreed with each and every
one of Tom Underwood's votes in
Congress.
But we have never known him to put his
foot
wrong in the field of foreign policy. Beyond
that, he is a strong ally of the Kentucky
farmer, a man who knows how to work effecti
vely
for agriculture and who never neglects
the
job. His personal popularity in the Senate,
in
the short time he has served there, is constan
tly growing.
Tom Underwood has given proof that
he
will stand firm on the issues we think
are of
overpowering importance in 1952 and
beyond.
We are in favor of putting him
back in the
Senate.
—The Courier-Journal.
(Ed's Note: These are our sentiments
and
we too, support Tom Underwood.)
•
families living in homes they own
.
The strongest single
encouragement to
,this remarkable increase in home
ownership
has been the activities of the Federal
Housing
Administration in insuring
mortgage loans
and bringing down interest rates. By
the end
of 1951, FHA insured 168,813 mortga
ge loans
amounting to $244,389,000 in the State.
—News-Journal.

Boy!Scouts To
Get Out Voters
The Boy Scouts of America will climax
its
nationwide "Get Out The Vote" campai
gn on
Saturday, Nov. 1 when most of its two
million
members call on 30,000,000 homes throug
hout
the United States and leave on front
-doorknobs a Liberty Bell cutout urging all
citizens
to vote.
The campaign is non-partisan, without
reference to any candidate or party. It
is sponsored jointly with the Freedoms Foundat
ion.
The message on the Liberty Bell coutout
reads:
"Vote as you think. Think when you
vote,
Tuesday, Nov. 4. Today's youth counts on
you,
Use your freedom to vote."
The Boy Scouts of America, says Dr.
Arthur A. Schuck, Chief Scout Executive,
recognizes the need of "reselling" America
to its
citizens by urging every eligible person
to exercise his right to vote in the national election
.
Dr. Schuck pointed out that only fifty per
cent of eligible citizens voted in 1948.
The first phase of the Scouts'"Get Out
the
Vote" Campaign began last Spring when Boy
Scouts in many parts of the nation started
to
place attractive four-color posters on
public
display. This activity
took place just before
registration time in each locality.
The poster shows a Cub Scout, Boy Scout
and Explorer enthusiastically calling, "Hey,
register and vote" while the two older
boys
punctuate this appeal by ringing bells.
Boy Scouts of the Four
Rivers Council,
which administers the Scouting progra
ms in
10 Counties in Western Kentucky and
Tenn.,
have displayed a total of 5000 posters, it
was
announced by John K. MacDonald, Preside
nt
of the Four Rivers Council.
Mr. MacDonald said he expects about
2200
Cub Scouts, Boy Scouts and Explorers will
be
on the job bright and early Saturday,
Nov. 1 to
hang the Liberty
Bell cutout on the doorknobs of about 30,000 homes in this area.
In many communities Boy Scouts will
ask
householders to turn on their porch lights
on
Monday evening, Nov. 3 to indicate
their intention to vote. Scout leaders believe
that organized boyhood can exert a strong influen
ce
among parents, relatives and neighbors
in domg their share in rolling up a record vote
this
year.
Mr. MacDonald said that while the campaign hopes to stimulate adulth to meet
their
responsibilities of good citizenship by
voting,
the Scouts themselves will also get a lemon
in
their duty to vote when they come of age.
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THESE WOMEN!

,By d'Alegeio

membered, Is Richard Nixon, apt
pupil of the McCarthy technique
of the half-truth
and distorted
statement, the man
who would
succeed to the presidency if 'anything should
happen to Eisenhower.
There is one little
streak of
silver to this rater gloomy cloud.
Even if we elect a
Republican
president and have four years as
bad as the most hard-bitten Democrat fears we might, it would in
the long run be a good thinglor
the country.

LEGI
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Need New Safety Class?

It might be
awfully hard to
live through, but so is any major
operation, and a change of this
kind after such a long time certainly comes under the heading Teleph
One or come in for
of a major operation.

LET US REPLACE IT

Hearing Aid Batteries
Ouispiets Line

Per all makes of bearing aide!
Visit our Roaring AM Repast
meat at year filet opportunity.

prompt,
expert service. We carry complete
stocks of Pittsburgh Safety Glass
parts and body kat-Aware.

Fulton Paint & Glass CO.
210 Church St.

Mime 909

CITY DRUG CO.
Mil
Leith Street

"Wet this better than bearing ins complain about not having
a thing be wear?"

Front The Fiks:

4i4stossog9 Bac.4h. ei4Ca
25 YEARS AGO (Nov. 4, 1927):
Mrs. Ruth Finch was called to
the bedside of her mother, Mrs. T.
M. Watkins last Saturday and remained until Tuesday afternoon.
A midnight musical
program
was given Tuesday night by Misr
Mary Whitesell Matthews, one of
South Fulton's popular girls, and
was broadcasted from Memphis
Commercial-Appeal Station, V.
M. C.
Mrs. Ruth Gore and son, Everett, spent the week-end with Mr.
and Mrs. K. H. Moore in Crutchfield.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Latta and
family, Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Latta
arkfl family, Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
Everett, Miss Willie Everett, and
Mrs. Jennie
Gore attended the
singing at Chestnut Glade, Sunday.

urday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Bard and
daughter, Lillian, speit Monday
and Monday night with Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence Bard in Fulton.
Mrs. Laura Shepherd has been
visiting her brother-in-law, Mr.
John R. McGehee.
Miss Laura
Mae
Pickering
spent Saturday night with Miss
Virginia Plant near Crutchfield.
Funeral services for J. L. Tate
were held Friday afternoon at 2
o'clock at the family residence on
State Line Street conducted by
the Rev. Tom Prince, assisted by
Rev. C. H. Warren,
interment
following in Fairview cemetery.
He is survived by his widow
and one daughter, Mrs.
Amos
Stubblefield, and
three sisters,
Mrs. Torn Roberts, Mrs. Was McGowan, and Mrs. J. H. Hogg.

Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Moore and
Miss Blanche Boaz, spent the
Mr. and Mrs„Ptiftl Moore attended the funersil *id burial of Mr. week-end with her parents, Mr.
and
Mrs. Erdman Boaz near DregW. R. Kaler at Mt. Moriah, Sunden.
day afternoon.
•
Mr. Tom Franklin and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Haynes of
neaeMoscow were Sunday guests Motley, secretary
of Fulton
Chamber of Commerce, visited
of Mr. and Mrs. T. B. Watkins.
Hill Crest School last Friday. Mr.
Miss Elsie Gwynn was the week- Motley delivered an
interesting
end guest of Mr. and Mrs. Finch speech.
near Ruthville, Tenn., and attended the singing at Chestnut Glade.
Misses Inez
McAlister and
Mary Brown
spent
Saturday
Mr. Albert Wright and family night with Mrs. Grace Thomps
on.
have moved from Water Valley to
Dr. Boyd's farm east of CrutchMr. and Mrs. Alvin
Stewart
field.
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Leonard Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Freeman,
of Fulton spent Sunday with their
Miss Ruby Robey spent Saturparents, Mr. and Mrs. Bob Elliott.
day night with her sister, Mrs.
Chesley Lee.
Messrs John E. Bard and Bill
Herring and Misses Lerlynn and
Mr. and Mrs.
Andrew Robey
Dorothy Townsend attended the
spent
Monday in Fulton at the
party at Mrs. C. N. Burnett's Satcircus.

Dick Oberlin:

tgoitotha's 01.4otoahoom
Four years ago almost to the
day this department reported that
in spite of Republican optimism
to the contrary, Harry
Truman
had a surprise in store for Tom
Dewey on election day.
The trouble with sticking your
neck out like that and being right
(as has been noted here before) is
that you're expected to continue
the routine.
This resulted in a production,
only
partially
accurate, that
Dwight Eisenhower
would be
nominated on the second or third
ballot by the Republicans in July.
He was, you recall, nominated by
acclamation on the first ballot.
That led to the necessity of a
prediction
when it
came the
Democrats turn. The selection for
the Democratic presidential nomination was Alben Barkley—provided Adlai
Stevenson
didn't
change his mind at the last minute and became more amenable to
pressure. Adlai did.
The fact that a reporter says
he believes one man or another if
going to be elected t oa porticular
office does not, of course, indicate the reporter's own preference. In matters like this, the reporter's personal
choice should
have nothing to do at all with his
analysis of what he believes will
happen.
What it appears new will happen on
election
day is that
Dwight Eisenhower will be elected. His election seems certain tm-

less there is a strong, last-minute
swing to Stevenson, which can be
caused either by increasing popular appeal by Stevenson or a major blunder by the Republicans.
There is one ingredient in the
cake this presidential
election
year which has been with us each
of the past two or three elections,
but this time it is a lot more of it.
That ingredient is labelled by
the GOP "it's time for a change."
Balanced
against this strong
feeling there is increasing concern on the part of many voters
that Dwight Eisenhower is the
captive creature of a group of
strong-willed,
determined, reactionary individuals whom the
people fear.
They fear them not as individuals, but for the things they advocate with which many of us have
sore and bitter memories.
There is another thing distateful to many voters; the company
that Eisenhower
actually or in
effect has chosen. Millions of voters know the stripe of William
Jenner and Joseph McCarthy and
they don't like the stripe.
If enough of them think of this
when they go into the secrecy of
the voting booth with only their
conscience to look on, the result
may be different.
Much of the
company
that
Dwight Faienhower is kening Is
bad company, bad for him and
bed for the national welfare. Not
the least of these it should be re-
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Automatic Washer
with exclusive
"LIVE•WATER
ACTION"!
i.e NW rapid up and down
drakes of the Frigidaire
Pulsator create Lies-Water
Adios—surging currents &WI
girt dolly's really dean! And
2 Uve-Water rinses. followed
by MO -speed spin. fid
Omni dean and nearly dry.

299.75
EASY TERMS

GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
303 Walnut Street
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For real ecenomy in family
washing, we offer our Rough Dry
Service .. . for a wash that gives
you clothes, spotlessly clean, sanitary and ready for ironing. Try us
today, call 14 for prompt home
pick-up.
—TELEPHONE L4—
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Miss Constance
Muriel Moss, The Sara Dean
Class of the
'1.1r. and Mrs. Kimberlin were
lovely daughter of Mrs. Joseph First Christian Church
met Mon- honored with a
lovely tea and
SOCIETY
Byrd
Water
of
Valley,
—+—
became
the
day afternoon at 2:30
CLUBS
—+—
HOME NEWS
bride of BobbY Lowe Duke, son of Mrs. Gordon Bairdat the home shower last Thursday night, at
the home of Mrs. Leon Hutchens.
PHONE 470
of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Duke Ben Evans, co-hostess. with Mrs.
Miss Barbara Adkinson was coThis was
of near Beelerton, at 2:30 o'clock the regular monthly
meeting of hostess. Assisting them in serving
Sunday afternoon, September 28, the class. Eleven
members and were: Mrs. Cecil Adkinson. Mrs.
LEGION AUXILIARY
Brown asks each unit in the Dis- at Mt. Zion Cumberland Presby- one visitor, Mrs. J. H. Stone, were Karl
Kimberlin, Misses Aveleen
ANNOUNCES FALL
trict to give a short concise re- terian Church. The ,Reverend present.
and Sylviadeen Moss and Mrs.
CONFERENCE DATE
Courtney Fooks, pastor of
port at this time.
Mt. Mrs. B. G. Huff,
Johnny
Sharpe.
The luncheon tickets are $1.00 Zion, officiated using the double presided Over the vice-president, .fr Gifts were
Mrs. J. G. Mullins, President
displayed from card
meeting in the
the Legion Auxil:ary of Marshalof per plate. Mrs. Mullins appeals ring ceremony.
absence
tables.
of
Mrs.
Clyde P. Willl
Mrs. Joe Dixon, pianist played iams, Sr., Presiden
Alexander Post No. 72 is announ- to the members of the local unit
The
house
was beautiful with
t.
Mrs. Huff
to contact her if they can attend. "The Lord's Prayer" preceding opened the
cing the Fall Conference of
meeting with a scfip- several
arrangements of fall
the Also those
the
ceremon
First District Department of
planning to take their
y. Mrs. Leland Hen- ture reading followed by prayer. flowers.
Ken,
tucky according to word received cars will please let her know so derson, sang, "0 Promise Me" ac- Mrs. Ira W. Little was
Punch, cake, and nuts were serprogram
that reservations can be made companied by Mrs. Duke. Mrs. leader. The
from the First District Presiden
lesson
was taken wd from the dining table. Mrs.
t, prior to the date
Duke
rendere
Mrs. J. Harold Brown, Smithla
d
several
of
the
pre-nup
meeting
- from the study book entitled "The Sharpe poured
.
the punch and
nd,
tial numbers and marches.
Ky. The meeting
Church Invades
will be held
the
Pagan Miss Sylviadeen Moss kept the
MISS
November 8, 1952 in
BETTY
Miss
Joan Burkett was 'chosen World". Mrs. H. B. Murphy hs- register.
SUE WILLIAMS
Wickliffe,
Ky., with Ballard County No. 3 REVEALS WEDDING PLANS
as maid of honor. Misses Celia sisted Mrs. Little with the proThe guest list included about
Unit in the First Baptist Church TO EDWIN ElliCKSEN
Bockman and Martha Ann Rose gram which was both interesting forty-five invited guests.
and the registration will start at
were chosen as bridesmaids.
and instructive.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Williams anten o'clock in the morning and
Little Joe Duke, nephew of the
MISS EDWINA JONES AND
After the
program a
nounced
short
the
engagement and ap- groom, served as ring bearer.
the program has already been
Lit- business session was held. Mrs. EDWARD L. BORDEAU
proachi
ng
marriag
e of their tle Misses Cheryle Barclay, niece
planned. It was voted at the Fall
ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCED
B. B. Alexander
Conference in Paducah last year daughter, Betty Sue, to Edwin of the groom, and Sherry Wade retary to take was named secthe
place
of
Erickse
Mrs.
n,
Jr.,
Mr, and Mrs. George Edwin
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
to dispose of all business reports
cousin of the bride, were flower W. I. Shupe,
who is unable to Jones, of Kuttawa, Kentuck
Ericksen, Sr., 7323 17th girls.
at the Fall meeting, but Mrs. Edwin
y anserve,
and
Mrs.
Gordon Baird was nounced the engagement
Avenue, Brooklyn, New York.
of their
Clyde Batts served as best man, named publicity
chairman. Dur- daughter, Edwina, to Mr. Edward
The vows will be exchanged and the ushers were: Roy Wayne
ing the social hour the hostesses Louis Bordeau
Sunday, October 28, at St. Ed- Hutson and Clifford Humphr
, of Clinton, Keneys. served sandwiches, cakes and tea. tucky,
ward's
son ,f the late Mr. and
Catholic
After the ceremony, a reception
Church. The
The
class
will
ceremony will be said in the pres- was held in
the
home of the ber at the home meet in Novem- Mrs. Louis Bordeau.
Miss Jones is the Home demonof
ence of the immediate family.
bride's parents.
Mrs.
Robert Huff with Mrs. Ruby Mrs. B. G. stration
Reeves, co
agent in Hickman CounMiss Williams is a graduate of Vredenhagen, aunt of the bride
hostess.
Mrs.
Will
ty.
Craddoc
Fulton High school in the class presided at the lace covereil
k will
table be in charge of the
program, asof 1950( and is now employed at centered by a' four-tiered
wed- sisted by Mrs. John
Moore. The --(so TO CHURCH SUNDAY—
the Southern Bell Telephone Co. ding cake topped
with a miniMr. Ericksen graduated at Til- ature bride and groom and encir- fifth chapter of the study book
will be the lesson for the Novden High school in Brooklyn and cled with fern and white
glad- ember meeting.
is now employed as switchman ioli. Mrs. A. B. Phelps
assisted
for the Illinois Central Railroad. Mrs. Fredenhagen in serving.
He played shortstop on the 1952
Immediately following the repennant-winning
Fulton Look- ception, the
couple left for a
outs team.
short southern wedding trip. Upon their return home, they are
at home with the groom's parents,
and Mr. Duke has returned to the
employment of M. W. Kellogg at
When new drugs or old fail te help Paducah.
Meow *Ay,for Werke.And
your cough or chest cold don't delay.
ester4ars1 an.. MST! Itop.
Mrs. Duke attended Fulgham
Creomuision contains only safe, helpSw/ IL Forgot IL
Seim
gleeellemnre end prate°. TAR.. retooh weer.
ful, proven ingredients and no nar- High school and Mr. Duke is a
• Maytag doom
Rtth dee AEA"swill IIikew
cotics to disturb nature's process. It graduate in the class of 1951 from
Yr work. Elos
owed.
goes into the bronchial system to aid Fulghtun.
IFNFICT PIII ALI PLO•ItS
,
nature soothe and heal raw, tender,
Out-of-town guests at the wedinflamed bronchial membranes. Guar- ding included: Mr. and Mrs. Rob- BENNETT ELECTRIC Exchange
Furniture Co.
anteed to please or your druggist re- ert Fredenhagen
217 Main
itisuIton
zr Church
and children,
-- Phone 35
funds money. CreomnIsion has stood Robert
Eugene
and
Donald
the test of many millions of users.
Wayne, Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Cummings of Downer's
Grove,
Mrs. Jim Mitchell of Dallas, Texas, Mrs. Nick Chrones of Chicago,
Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Hayes and
children, Roger and Terry Duke
of Detroit, Mrs. Ann Duke and
daughter, Debra of
Lynnville,
Tenn.. Miss Ruby Shelton and
Mrs. Robert Shelton of Mayfield.

The Fulton News
BETROTHED mums
HONORED WITH
BUFFET SUPPER

The guests list included: Miss
Atkins and Don Sensing, Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Moore, Mr. and Mrs.
Jasper Vowell, Mr. and Mrs. Felix
.Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Reams Gossum, Mr.
and
Mrs. Tolbert
were hosts to a delightful buffet Dallas,
and the
hosts, Mr. and
supper last Tuesday night at sixReams.
Mrsthirty at their lovely
country
! Boboy Clifton, student
at Delhome, south of town, honoring
ta State, Cleveland, Miss., spent
Miss Jean Atkins and
finance, the
week-end with his
parents,
Don Sensing
Miss Atkins and
Mr. Sensing will be married at Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Clifton.
the First Methodist Church on
Mr. and Mrs. Gene
Hatfield,
Friday, IsT"vember 14, Many part- students at
U. K., Lexington spent
ies have been planned in their the week-end
with her parents,
honor.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Murphy.

"ActionTailored" to give cornfortable freedom in bending or
stretching and still retain trim,
neat appearance. "Seamengineered" for greater
mrength!
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SHIRT TO MATCH

FURNITURE

Better Cough Relief

152

75

EMS
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Mer• for your money:
This durable fabric is Vat-dyed
(can't fade),and Sanforized (can't
shrink). Special waist band can't
shrink or STRETCH: has "tunnel" belt loops. Strain points are
strongly bar-tacked.
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HALL-WOOTEN CLOTHING COMPANY
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Kentucky's Favorite!
HOTEL

SEELBAC
In the Heart of Louisville
Our Food Is Good, Too!
SEELBACH COFFEE SHOP
Op•a All Hight
Most Complete Stock

le 185

is—TV-W1FEent

LIQUORS

STATE LINE HOMEMAKERS
MEET MONDAY WITH
MRS. HAZEL WALKER
Mrs. Hazel Walker was hostess
to the State Line
Homemakers
Club last Monday. October 13, at
10 a. m. There were twelve members present and
two visitors,
Mrs. Cleave Works, Mrs. Calvin
Webb, and Mrs. Allen Jones, new
member.
The devotional was given by
Mrs.
Henson
Jones and the
thought for the day by Mrs. Doll
Phillips. Roll call was answered
by giving the favorite chore of
the day.
Mrs. Henson
Jones, gave the
minor lesson, "Know Your Ke9tcky Parks."
Plans were discussed to serve
"eats" November 4, election dty,
at Dukedom.
After a
delicious
pot-luck
lunch, Mrs. Willie Cavender gave
the major lesson, on "Hats." She
displayed hat frames and samples
of materials to cover them.
Mrs. Ben Winston, landscape
leader, gave some
interesting
pointt on landscaping in October.
Mrs. Doil Phillips, led the group
in an enjoyable recreation program.
The meeting adjourned to meet
November 10th with Mrs. Doll
Phillips.

All New! Brand New
%mold for ACT1014
Here is &tithing acceleration, with
magnificent reserve power to master
hill and highway. The new Dodge
Red Ram V-8 is the most efficient
engine design in any American
car. New hemispherical combustion
chamber and short punch piston
stroke deliver more power from every
drop of fuel.

Al T. Owens has returned from
a trip to Louisville.

Thrilling Power Packed Beauty fir Active Americani

The Newest, Nimblest Piece of Live Action on Four Wheels!

The Collie's deep chest indicates strength,
his fine hesd—intelligence. Good looks plus
pestspirit make him a-Good Companion."

This is a Dodge year! Out of the vast resources and
engineering
know-how that have made Dodge a great name for 38
years comer
this completely new kind of automobile: The Action
Car for
Active Americans!

MEW/
ACTION TAILORED
TO YOUR DRIVING NEEDS

It is powered for action, styled for action, engineered for
action!
From rakish Jet Air-Flow Hood to sweeping Cargo-Carrier
rear
deck, it is low, lithe and lovely... with•new road-huggin
g ride
that lives up to the promise of its sleek, trim lines.
A "Road Test" Ride is waiting for you. Find out
what
Dodge has done to put more adventure, more pleasure in driving
.
You'll discover a new concept of motor car enjoyment
in the
action-packed '63 Dodge!
8pecificataossa and Equipment subject lc change without nude&

GREAT ENGINES

NEW/'Pilot View"curved windshield—

RED RAM V-EIGHT
GET-AWAY "SIX"

GREAT DRIVES
NEW GYRO-TORQUE DRIVE'
GYRO-MATIC DRIVE.
AUTOMATIC OVERDRIVE'
STANDARD DRIVE
•Optu,nal at extra rad

NEW!

up to 244square inches more glass area all told.

Cargo-Carrier rear deck—up to
11 cubic feet more luggage carrying capacity.

NEW/ Distinctive Jet Air-Flow hood—
foredo alt. to engine, boosts performance.

NEW!Gyro -Torque
accelera

Drive — flashing
tion with nimble change of pace.

Visit Your Dodge Dealer Today and Thrill to a "Road Test"
Ride
ICENIVOCY MENDED
WIIIIMY

KENTUCKY STRAIGHT
BOURBON WHISKEY

IMO MOO WHISKEY CONTAINS 65% GRAM NEUTRAL SPIRITS • DIE 90110 & HMO OW/NC LOUNIVILIA

ATKINS MOTOR COMPANY
soma

.

209 Fourth Street

Fulton. Ky.
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'CUB SCOUTSlOoodbmit l000s pop OW

Get Your Halloween Supplies at Baldridge's:
Costumes - Masks - Noise Makers - CandiesParty Favors - Napkins - Plates - Etc.
32-Piece Kraft Blue
Homer - Laughlin

DINNER SETS
SPECIAL!4
.86

BAMBOO
YARD BROOMS
I

75'

TULIP BULBS
2FOR 15'

75' DOZEN

PAPER WHITE NARCISSUS
Three to a Pack

SPECIAL! 25'PER PACK

BALDRIDGE'S
5 - 10 - 25c STORE

be no inflation here. The cubs
will be assisted by Mrs. "Sparky"
'Newton in selling items of Unusual value as low as a nickle.
Den No. 6; Den Mother, Mrs.
Dean Harwood. This eager den,
with its leader, has one of the
most difficult jobs of all as its
Members pound the pavements
for the advance ticket sales. No
business firm or household has
been left unsolicited and besides
that this den will operate the
"Dot Board" the night of the Carnival
Den No. 7; Den Mother, Mrs.
E. C. Benedict
This den will
stage the eagerly anticipated Cub
Scout Queen contest. Mrs. Gene
Williarnsin is assisting this group
in
arranging a beautiful stage
setting in which the new Queen
will be crowned. '
Den No. 9; Den Mother, Mrs.
Gordon Perry. This den will be
in charge of probably the most
popular booth at the
Carnival
when the Sweet Shoppe will be
_operated by them. Mrs. Bunaette
will assist with selling and they
should do a land office business
as only homemade cookies and
candies will be sold.
Den No. 10; Den Mother, Mrs.
J. C. Olive. This den will operate
the popular "Fish Pond" where
young and old will try their luck
at getting big prizes from' the
pond.
General Chairman Tripp is being rather coy about many of the
surprises he will spring on the
night of the Carnival, but advance agents reveal that the "Bijou Theatre" will stage a huge
premiere of a famous movie. The
cubs from Den No. 5 will assist
the movie tycoon, Elbert Johns,
in presenting the show of shows.
They say it is "colossal"-so be
on hand.
Adding color to the entire Carnival will be all the Den Chiefs,
who will be dressed as clowns and
perform their duties accordindly.
Other features of the Carnival include a "shooting gallery, turkey
raffle, Black-eye Sambo and. I
turtle race.
Climaxing the entire event and
following the selection
and
crowning of the Queen, a huge
surprise is in store for all who
attend. This surprise is a supersecret and only attendants at the
Carnival will know it.

FULTON HARDWARE and FURNITURE COMPANY HAS

OLD HICKORY PURE

Come See
41 4&P
Armours •
Chopped Ham
12-0z.
51f
Can
Armours
BEEF STEW
16-0z.
47(
Can
Old Dutch
CLEANSER

214-0z.
Cans

PORK
SAUSAGE
lb. 39c
1-LB. CELLO OR 2 LB.CLOTH BAG

GROUND BEtf Fresh
Good
SLICED BACON All
Or Dawn
Dressed For Stewing
FOWL Full
or Fricasse
WHITING H Full
G Dress
ed

25( 'POTATOES 1°Bag
Lb*
APPLES

LB 10'

19'

CAMAY SOAP
Bath Size

BAR 12'

DONUTS

Plain
'Sugar
Cinna
mon ed el.

BREAD

1601 LOAF 15'

PINEAPPLE CO}r ka.CAKE
Each 25c(
FRUITCAKE. 11
/
2-Lb.she 1.29 3-Lb. Cake 2.49

16-0z,

Fresh Country
Roll
Longhorn Cheddar Cheese _
Velyeeta Krafts Cheese Food, 1-1b. loaf
Philadelphia Cream Cheese, 3-oz. pkg. •

27'

24'

VETS
DOG FOOD
16-0z.
Can

9'

Sweetheart
SOAP
Reg Size
Bar

8'

Latest-Model, Automatic

LEADER RANGE

Niagara Laundry
STARCH
12-0z.
Pkg.

21'

PUMPKIN PIE Jane Parker
BROWN'N SERVE,Plain Rolls

COME IN TODAY!

Each 39c
Doz. 18c

KRAFTS SLICED AMERICAN

/
1 2 LB PKG 36'
WILDMERE

84'
lb. 54c
60c
17c

A&P RINDLESS

Cheddar Cheese
Fresh Cheddar Cheese

/
1
2-Lb. Pkg. 33c
lb. 56c

IONA SLICED OR HALVES

PEACHES

NO2/
1
2CAN 25'

PURE HOG (HATLEY)

LARD

50 LB TIN 5.99

ANN PAGE KRUNCHY LUNCH

PEANUT BUTTER
12-0z. Glass 29c
Oleomargarine, Sure Good
1-Lb. CM. 20c
Tomato Soup, Ann Page
3-101
/
2-Oz. cans 29c
SPARKLE. Gelatin Dessert
3 pkgs. 17c
DEXO SHORTENING,1-1b. can 27-3-1b. can
75c
WHITE HOUSE MILK,Eyap.
2 tall cans 27c
HERB--OX BOUILLON CUBES
12 cubes 18c
Dromedary Dates, pitted
7%-oz. pkg. 25c

BAB-0
All the exciting features of the 0-E LeaderCLEA
NER
plus three big, roomy storage drawers for all
your pots and pans.
9 14-0z.
230
"
Cans
SURF DImatGENT _
You can have clean, fast, automatic, exact
Giant Pkg. 57c
Including 20c Coupon Good On Purchase Of
G. E. "Speed Cooking" at this wonderful now
Your Favorite Coffee
Woodbury's
8 O'clock Coffee, mild and mellow
1-1b. bag 77c
FACIAL SOAP
Latest-Model, Automatic price!
ONLY
. 57c
ONLY
With
20c
Coupon
from
purchase of giant Size Surf.
Req. Bar 8c
Bath Bar
_ 12(
SPRY SHORTENING .
3 -lb. can 89c
RANGE
Including 15c Coupon Good On Purslane
At EASY TERMS
Of Your Favorite Eggs
Blu - White
Sunnybrook Eggs, Grade 'A' Small, CM. doz.
FLAKES
49c
ONLY
34c
2 3/4-0z.
9(
With 15e Coupon From a 3-Lb. Can of Spry
Box
Lake Street
Phone 1
JOY
Liquid Detergent
Awrierized Dealer
7-0z.
GENERAL
ELECTRIC
Bottle

A full-size, 1952-model General Electric "Speed Cooking" Range with a fully automatic oversize oven!
Automatic Oven Timer turns your oven ON and OFF
-cooks your dinner by itself! Deep-well Thrift Cooker,
4,000-watt charcoal-type broiler, Hi-Speed Calrods heating units-and lots, lots more at this miracle price!

A
t Limited-Time
Offer!

(TN DOZ 19'

NEW JANE PARKER SANDWICH

IVORY SNOW
Large
Pkg.
Req. Pkg. 11c
P&G
Laundry Soap
10-0z.
Bars

CAN 21'

All of these Select Features:
Raisable Unit For Deep Well
Deep Well Pressure Cooker
Gleaming Chrome and White Lamp
Assembly Smokeless Broiler

STEWARDESS

$289.95

FULTON HARDWARE AND FURNITURE COMPANY

29'

RANGES

CIT
205 Con

McINTOSH OR STAYMAN

SWIFT'S
Meat for Babies

at Bargain Prices!

LATI

Leading E
gious, Hill

69'

Breast-O-Chicken
All
TUNA FISH
Purpose
Flakes & Chunks 34( TOICAY GRAPES (or White Malaga)
lb. 10c
61
/
2-Oz. Tin
CABBAGE For Kraut (50-1b. bag 2.19)
lb. 5c
Peak
TURNIPS, Purple Top
lb. 5c
DOG FOOD
ACORN SQUASH .............................lb.
5c
100% Horse Meaht
Grapefruit, Fla., Duncan
64
Size,for 25c
16-0z.
Can
JANE PARKER

22' CHEESE
Spic and Span
BUTTER
CLEANER

AUTOMATIC RANGES

Harvey
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others birthdays.
Mrs. Sidney Carver, Mrs. Bud- VICTORY HOMEMAKERS
followed by the "Call to Worship"
The guests of honor received dy Clark and
Mrs. Randall John- MEET TUESDAY AT
Friday, Oct. 24, 1952 — The Fulton News — Page 6
by Mrs. Clyde Corum.
many nice and useful gifts. Mrs. son were
prize winners. The hon- COMMUNITY HOUSE
The entire group gave the lesFrances Jones and Mrs. Hester oree received
many lovely and
son oti "Home Missions Winning Miss Jean Atkins
Bennett were unable to attend useful gifts.
The Victory Homemakers held
Reveals Her Wedding Plans
but sent gifts. The afternoon was
Refreshments were served to their monthly meeting Tuesday Human Rights'. A visitor gave an To
BIRTHDAY DINNER
Don Sensing; Vows to be Pledged Nov. 14
!interest
spent informally.
ing talk on some friends,
thirty-one invited guests and ten afternoon at
HONORS BROTHER
the
Community who are
Mrs. Howard's
missionaries in Africa,
Of important social significance which
brothers and sent gifts - but were unable to at- building. Mrs. T. R. Williamson
AND SISTER-IN-LAW
will be solemnized at the
sisters attending were: -Mr. and tend.
is the announcement made today First
called the meeting to order at 1:30 and Mrs. Bryan Kearby and
Methodist Church on FriJay
13.
Mrs.
Williams
Marion
also
Harvey Carney and Mrs. Paul
gave short by Miss Jean Atkins of her wed- day,
Jones and Jimmy,
and Mrs, Ernest Jenkins gave the
Novembe
r 14. Miss Atkins,
talks.
Howard
ding plans to Mr. Don Sensing, the daughter
were
honored at the Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Blackard MISS MARIAN BLACKSTONE devotional.
of
Mr. and Mrs.
The society still has Christmas
home of Mrs. Howard's Sunday and Donna Carolyn, Mr.and Mrs. HONORED ON BIRTHD
Mrs.
Williamson announced
Smith
AY
Atkins
will be given
in
on their birthdays.
that the club would hold a food cards to sell and anyone whining
A delicious Henson Jones and Shirrell; Mr. SATURDAY NIGHT
marriage
by
her
father
and has
BIRTHS
dinner was served on the lawn and Mrs. Theron Jones, Gary and
sale, Fr day, October 24 at the to buy some any can see Mrs. C.
chosen
as
her
matron
of
honor
A. Turner, Mrs. Rayford Duke, or
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Blackstone Kentucky Utilities office.
and enjoyed by everyone present. Patsy; Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Carher sister, Mrs. Charles Reams.
It's a Boy!
Mrs. any member of
the Society.
Mrs. Howard is the youngest ney; Mr. and Mrs. Gilliam Harri- honored their daughter, Marian, Jenkins,
chairman of the food
Mr. and Mrs. Carl P. Matheny, Mrs. Erl Sensing, sister-in-law of
daughter of the late Lee Jones son, daughter of Mr. Carney; Mr. on her twelfth birthday, Saturday sale committee, announced that
Box 161, Proctorsville, Ohio are the groom, will serve as bridesmos asirry LOU OWEN
and Mrs. Paul Howard and Mrs. night at six-thirty at their home she had promised
and Mrs. Jones of Fulton, Route
that all cakes ANNOUN
the proud parents of a baby boy, maid and little'
5.
Miss
Peggy
CES ENGAGEMENT
Mr. Carney married the oldest Howard's mother, Mrs. Lee Jones, on Second Street, with a delight- and pies would be
completely TO GUY
Timothy Earl, born Friday, Oct- Reams, niece of the bride, will be
LATTA
who has lived at the Jones farms ful spaghetti supper and cahasta home-made and that
daughter, whose
no
flower
ober
prepared
girl.
17,
1952.
Little David Sensing,
birthday was for over 55
party.
The engagement of Miss Betty
last month. Mr. Carney married
years.
mixes would be used.
Mrs.
Matheny is the former nephew of the groom, will be ring
Prize winners were:
Lou Owen,
in the Jones family a number
daughter
Misses
Clarence
of
Mrs.
Mr.'
Johns,
Fred
Collier
bearer.
Mrs.
Betty
and
Mrs.
Lou
Gordon,
Hester
daughter
of
of
Frank Owen and the late
years ago, and as the old custom Bennett and Mrs. William Ward Ann Fall and Gloria Hinton, high Raymond Harrison gave a
Mrs. Lily Gordon of Route
very
Enl Sensing,
3,
will serve his
and Norma Owen, low.
the Jones' are in some way
interesting lesson on "Giving The Frank Owen of Water Valley to Fulton.
afterbrother as best
or joined the group in the
man and
the
Guy
Latta
the other celebrating one
son
noon.
of Mrs. Beulah
The honoiee received many Dress' Distinction". They urged
or the
groomsm
en
are:
Jerry
Atkins,
that everyone study Its height, Latta and the late Mr. Gladstone It's a Boy!
lovely gifts.
Charles
Reams,
Tolbert
Dallas
Mr. and Mrs. Mancel Warren and
PINK AND BLUE
The guest list included: Misses weight, and clothing and choose Latta of Fulton, Route 1, was anBobby Parham of Memph s.
SHOWER HONORS
Judy Browning, Millie McDade, patterns and materials most be- nounced by her father last week. are the proud parents of a son,
A
program of
nuptial music
The bride-elect is a graduate of Clifford Earl, born Sunday, Oct.
MRS. RAY TUCKER
Ann Fall, Norma Owen,
Ella coming to the individual person.
will be rendered by Mrs. Steve
Leading Brands in Popular, ReliDoyle-, Sydney Calliham, Gloria The pattern should be chosen Fulton High School, in the class 19, 1952 at the Jones Hospital.
Wiley
at
the
organ
Mrs.
and Mrs. Win
Charles
Copeland
Office
gious, Hillbilly, Rhythm,
and Hinton, Diane Wright, Barbara first and then the material. Every of 1949, and
training
Blues. Mrs J. W. Mann
It's a Girl!
Whitnel. soloist.
were hostesses Ann Boyd, Pat Greengrass, Sue homemaker is, asked to make a School of Memphis, Tenn.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
James
to a lovely pink and blue shower Moore and Margaret
Hood,
are
Mr. Latta is a graduate of ClinMiss Atkins has been the inAnn New- cotton dress.
CITY ELECTRIC
the proud parents of a six pound, spiration for many lovely social
honoring Mrs. Ray Tucker, Fri- ton.
The
hostesses, Mrs. Gene ton High School in the class of
205 Commercial
e,ght
ounce
baby
day night at the home of
girl,
Patrieia
Phone 401
1948,
events
and
since
in her . honor and many
his graduation has
Mrs.
Dowdy and Mrs. Fred
Collier,
Sue, born Saturday, October 18, more are on the social calendar
Mann on Cleveland Avenue.
—GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY- served cup cakes and special tea been engaged in farming.
the
1952
at
Jones
HospitaL
The
for
wedding
popular bride-elect.
the
will
be
a late fall
to twenty
members
and four
event.
visitors.
It's a Boy!
Mr. and Mrs. Edmond King are
PALESTINE HOMEMAKERS
CRUTCHFIELD METHODIST
the proud
parents of a
seven
MEET FRIDAY AT
WOMEN'S SOCIETY MEETS
pound, four ounce baby boy born
CLUB HOUSE
TUESDAY AT CHURCH
Monday, Clctober 20, 1952 at the
The
Palestine Homemakers Haws Memorial Hospital.
The Crutchfield Methodist Wo- held their monthly
meeting Fri- It's
a Boy!
men's Society of Christian Ser- day, October
1,7 at the community
Vice met at the Church Tuesday, house. Mrs. Louis
- Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Harrison,
Friday and
Thompson and
Route 4,
October 14, with 18 members and Mrs. Avery
Fulton are the proud
Hancock, clothing
parents of an eight pound, twelve
5 visitors, and one new member, leaders,
;46
11ii
gave a very interesting
Mrs. Ada Herring, present.
Tuesday,
report on selection of patterns, ounce baby boy born
The Spiritual life
Jones
stud} was fabrics and trimmings for cotton, October 21, 1952 at the
STIRRING DRAMA
Hospital.
given by Mrs. Percy Veatch, Mrs. dresses.
Marshall Finch, and Mrs. Glelan ,In absence
It's
a
Boy!
of the president,
PACKED
Howell. Mrs. Marshall Finch dis- Mrs. Clyde Burnette,
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Franklin
Mrs. Charmissed the group for lunch with les Wright, vice president
Water
of
Valley
TRILLS AND
are
the
proud
presidprayer.
ed. A delicious
pot-luck lunch parents of a seven pound and ten
ADVENTURE!
I After a delicious lunch,
the was served to twenty-four mem- ounce boy born October 20, 1952,
'group read together "The
Pur- bers by the hostesses, Mrs. Gus at the Haws Memorial Hospital.
pose of the Society". Mrs. Ray- Browder,
Mrs. Hillman Collier, It's a Boy!
ford Duke
called the roll the and Mrs. Fred Brady.
Mr. and Mrs. Hancel Bonds are
treasurer's report was given and
The recreational program was the proud parents of a baby boy,
the minutes of the last meeting led by Mrs.
Collier and
1952 at the
Mrs. born October 16,
were read. A short business ses- Clarence
Caldwell led the group Methodist
hospital in Houston,
sion was called. The group sang, in singing.
Texas.
The club decided to
"The Voice of God is
Calling,"! help
Mr. Bonds is the son of Mr. and
sponsor a library for the
building
with the help of the Mrs. Ben Bonds, Clinton, Route'7
other clubs.
Plans for the Farm Bureau din- the
minor
lesson on
color
ner on October 23 were
made. schemes in fall
trees
and the
Plans were also made for a cos- pruning of rose bushes.
Mrs. T. J.
tunie Halloween party to be held Kocher,
citizenship chairman,
on Saturday night, November 1. gave the goal and
plans were
The following committee was ap- made for leadership work
RAINBO
in the
pointed to make
arrangements 4-H Club. Mrs. McLeod, home
Friday and Saturday for
the party; Mrs. Hillman Col- demonstration agent, gave severlier, Mrs. Harold Pewitt, Mrs. al general suggestions.
In
Charles Wright, Mrs. M. R. JeffMrs. James Sublett led the
WALTILIt
ress, Mrs. Roy Bard, and
Mrs. group in an enjoyable recreation
Jamie Wade.
program in absence of their reThe
refreshment committee creation leader,' '4.
PLASTIC
464'
will be Mrs. William McClanahan
Mrs. Sublett and
Mrs. Myatt
SCOUR PUSS
with
and Mrs. Harvey Pewitt.
Johnson, clothing leaders gave a
ANDIE MURPH
very interesting lesson on "Se"Y" HOMEMAKERS CLUB
Color by Technicohn
lection of Patterns, Fabrics, and
MEET MONDAY AT
Trimmings for the Cotton Dress."
I CLUB HOUSE
Plans were made and discuss—PLUS_
Mrs. Wilson Evans was hostess ed for a Halloween party, Thursto the "Y" Homemakers Monday, day night, October 30, at the PalFRAIDY CAT COMEDY
ROY ROGRS • GIORGI HAYES
October 21 for its all day meeting, estine Club house. The members,
MECHANICAL BIRD
at the Palestine Club house, with their families, and friends are exPnPNR
Hill • "AR)lir'l
WOODY WOODPECKER
seven members present.
pected to come. So "come one,
it I ND ,',f,!tiURN
The meeting was called to or- come all, this is your party."
der by the president, Mrs. Bud
Sun. - Mon. - Tues.
• • •
The next
meeting will be
McIntyre. The devotional
was Monday, November 17 at
10
read from Psalms: 24, by Mrs.. o'clock at the
Palestine
Club
Edward Wolberton. Mrs. Myatt house, with Mrs. T. J. Kocher,
Johnson, landscape leader, gave hostess.
" "liAOUL WALSH
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MEAT can uuu
With meat
SPAGHETTI sauce DERBY lb. 25c
HUNT'S
No. 2 1-2 can

SWEEY GHERKIN PICKLES
GREAT NORTHERN BEANS
SCOURING PADS

12 OUNCE 36'
2POUNDS 29'
EACH 14'

5.99
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New LONG ISLAND — Larger, Fresher

11011NEHITILI

:an 89c

wmi

I

9 INCH LOIN CUT

I 25'

lass 29c
:in. 20c
ans 29c
cgs. 17c
can 75c
ars 27c
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kg. 25c

2 GREAT

PORK ROAST 7,11:' lb. 49c

LB 59' CENTER CHOPS
LB 69'
NECK BONES .71,Pa
2 LB FOR 29'
PORK SAUSAGE KING.
•0corq
POUND 39'
SKINLESS FRANKS CloTrriGON
POUND 49'

)kg. 33c
lb. 56c
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LATEST NEWS
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Struisht4firough schedules to Al America ...
no chew of hes or homy es twee!
"Tkrough-Greyholuid" gives yo. all the &clamming's* of regular Gr.
service plats da•
conven ience of going straight through without
changing buses. Ask about Through and Express
service toyer:deetleesioa—at no extra cost!
One Round
Way
Trip
Memphis
2.70
4.90
Paducah
1.10
2.00
Evansville
3.40
6.15
Carbondale
2.40
4.35
Detroit
12.15
21.90
Chicagd
785
14.15
Denver
20,85
37.55
Washington, D. C.
17.55
31.60
Birmingham
8.05
10.90
Pensacola
10.20
18.40
Los Angeles .......... .....
41.40
74.55
(U. S. tax extra)
UNION BUS STATION
4th and Carr
Phone 44
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Joliet, Illinois for her matron-of- ridge Dryrnee.
honor. Joan Edwards, cousin of
A delicious two-course dinner
the bride will be flower girl, and was served to the guests at their
Ronnie Mayo, will serve as ring
at card tables. Each table
bearer. Mr. Roy Etheridge of was centered with a red rosebud.
Joliet will attend Mr. Underwood
The guest of honor was presentas best man. Ushers will be Cliff- ed a piece of china in her chosen
ord Humphreys of Clinton and pattern.
Charles
Shepherd of
Fulton,
Mrs. Louis
Weeks Avon high
brother of the bride.
score prize at bridge and
Mrs.
Nuptial music will be present- Jack Moore won
second high.
ed by Mrs. Bruce
Mrs.
Smith
Atkins
Dyer, Jr.,
was low. Mrs.
pianist, and Miss Evelyn Byers, Moore was also the winner of the
vocalist.
bridge-bingo.
The guest list included about
No invitationg_are—being sent,
but friends Zif the families are in- twenty-five invited guests.
vited to attend the wedding ceremony.
The bride-to-be is a graduate of
Cayce High school in the class of
1949 and is now
I have been wonderfully blessemployed by
Salant & Salant in Union City. 'd in being restored to active life
a
hi the United Stelae
Mr. Underwood attended Ful- after being crippled in nearly
will have ao food worries during JAL
MRS. ELLA BRASHEARS
gharn schools and served in the every joint in my body and with
Matt
became
the
Kroger
Co. la
HONORED ON BIRTHDAY
Army for four
years during muscular soreness from head to
tog "free food for a year" for a bunny
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 19
World War II. He is now employ- foot. I had Rheumatoid Arthritis
se tear as tag weekly primes to their
ed by the M. Livingston Whole- and other forms of Rheumatism,
Relatives of Mrs Ella Braahears
We eddies dodos footed. Above, a
hands deformed and my ankles
sale company in Fulton.
gathered at her home, south of
typical tamely, Mr. mad Mo. Deb
were set.
town, Sunday, October 19 to honSledbell ea. *tar two Mandrels, are
Lunited space prohibits telling
or her on her 79th birthday
sensed at ere huge 14-toe tractorA
you more here but if you will
POPULAR BRIDE-ELECT
bountiful lunch was served and
trailer that would be aceewou7 if an
write me I will reply at once and
HONORED FRIDAY NIGHT
enjoyed by everyone
the food offered to Ste live weekly
tell you how I received this wonAfter
lunch, Mrs. Brasheonteots were delivered at saes.
Miss Jean
Atkins, popular- derful relief.
ears opened the many gifts and
bride-elect of Pr(
. Sejipig, yaks
pictures were made. The remainhonored with lig littrliEtide s1115der of the afternoon was spent AUXILIARY OF MARSHALL
President chairman and the drive MISS ESTELLE SHEPHERD
per-bridge given Friday night at
Mrs. Lela S. Wier
ALEXANDER POST NO. 72
I will begin soon. Menus were also AND BILLY
reminiscing.
.
the home of Mrs. Steve
UNDERWOOD
Wiley,
2805 Arbor Hills Drive
i discussed by Mrs. Green, and the TO WED SATURDAY
The following attended: Mr. MEETS AT LEGION HOME
Second street, with co-hostesses,
P. 0. Box 3122
and Mrs. Leonard Orr and DorMrs.
Winifrey
The Auxiliary of the MarshallI following kitchen committee was
Whitnel,
Mrs.
Miss Estelle Shepherd, daugh- Hunter Whitesell
othy; Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Scott, Alexande Post
appohited:
B.• G Huff, flrs.
,
and
r
Mrs.
No.
Eld72
of
thel
Jackson
7, Mississippi
Ricky, and Lynn; Mrs. Luther
Frank Wiggins, Mrs. James War- ter of Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Lucy of
Donahue; Mrs. Garth
Johnson night, October 14 at 7 p. m. at the'ren, Mrs. Carey Frields, Mrs. Ed Fulton will become the bride of
and baby; Mr. and
Engel, and Mrs. Raymond Stall- Billy Underwood, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Legion Home.
Mrs. Jack Underwood of Fulton,
Weeks, Jr., Bonnie and Martha;
,' ins.
Twenty
members
were
present
I The Auxiliary voted
Saturday, October 25.
Mr. and Mrs. Wardell Brashears,
to change
and
Jerry
Jones,
young
local
at'
Betty Lou and Nancy Ann; Mrs.
The vows will be exchanged at
the regular monthly meeting datq
Bertha Stephens; Walford Bra- torney was guest speaker.
the second Tumday night toi the Second Baptist Church in
The meeting was called to or-'fromthird
shears; Mr. and Mrs. W. J. KcTuesday night.
i Union
City at 8 o'clock, with
advance of colors was'
Kinney; Mr. and Mrs. Herschel der and
i
Mrs
Leon Hth
Hutchens was pro- ' Rev. Kenneth Day officiating.
given by Mrs. Carey
Frields,I
'
McKinney; Mr. R. L. McKinney; join
edgramchairman and
presented I The bride will be given in marGeorge Cooley; Mrs. Maude Mc- Sergeant-at-Arms. The group Mr. Jones.
Mr. Jones in his very I riage by her stepfather. She has
in saying the Pledge to the;
Kinney; H. L McKinney; Miss
, quiet and unassumi
Etheridge of
manner II chosen Mrs. Roy
Mary
Russell, Tommy Allen, Flag. Mrs. Leon Hutchens led the I spoke to the group ng
on "Why
group in prayer. The.roll was
Edith and Evelyn Allen.
W
e
;
.
Should Vote." Mrs. R. L. Harris I
Everyone left wishing her many called and the minutes of the last ; was also
on the program, she ad
meeting were read and approvaamore happy birthdays.
I
ed by Mrs. Neal Looney, secre- dressed the group on "Child WelZERONE—TYPE
tary. The treasurer's report was fare", which -is a subject of the
LEGION AUXILIARY
Auxiliary for the month of Octogiven
Mrs.
by
Jack
Speight.
BUSY WITH SOCIAL
The Auxiliary
•
voted to buy ber.
SERVICE PROGFAM
more kitchen equipment, which
Mrs. Jack Speight won the door I
The
Auxiliary of
Marshall included wall cabinets and more prize, which was an Auxiliary pin
Alexander
Post No. 72 of the dishes. The Municipal Park was presented by Mrs. Hutchens.
American Legion is busy carrying discussed and the group voted to
—(By Mrs. Carey Frields
out its Rehabilitation
program. send a representative to the Town
Hall
meeting
Mrs. Gordon Perry is chairman of
on November 3. A
Mrs. R. B. Allen is vacationing
this program, and has recently membership drive was discussed in Paragould,
Ark., with her
sent a gift of nail clips to the Vet- by Mrs. J. F. Green, past District cousin, Mrs. Clift Markham. '\
erans of Outwood, Kentucky.
Mrs. C. B. Johnson reports this
is the only unit in the First District who presented sixteen Bibles
to the disabeled veterans in the
world during the past year. This
THIS SPECIAL OFFER EXPIRES FRIDAY. OCTOB
next year unit will send large
PHONE-7—PHONE
ER 31st.
I packages out each holiday.
Paul Hornbeak and P. C. Jones, the only LICENSED' emI The Halloween package is bebalmers in Fulton who are connected with a Funeral home.
'ing planned and will be mailed
this month.
Mrs. Yates, Lady Assistant.
Christmas and birthday
Also
CONTRACT MEMBER OF KENTUCKY FUNERAL
packages will be
planned and,
DIRECTORS BURIAL ASSOCIATION.
purchased. The Veterans are most
appreciative of Mrs. Perry as the
—AMBULANCE ANYWHERE, ANYTIME—
leadership chairman and her coworkers of the local unit.

Batts, east of town, for its regular monthly meeting. Mrs. Joe
Johnson was co-hostess.
A lovely dessert was served the
guest8 upon arrival. The refreshment plates carried out the Hallo',ME AND ALL CLUB MEETS
ITIURSDAY NIGHT AT
ween motif. Seventeen members
BATTS HOME
and seven visitors were present.
The One and All Club met The visitors included: Mrse. Effie
Speight,
Mrs. J. E. McNatt and
l'hursday night with Mrs. Robert
five children, Mrs. M. C. Moon
and Mrs. Frank Hodges were added to the roll.
A business session was held,
and it was announced that
gas
heat will be installed in the One
and All Club home within two
weeks:
Mrs. Batts conducted the recreation hour. A very enjoyable
time was had by everyone.

MISS EfriffillIr-

Hearts plumy! Big capacity oil
heater with genuine Duo-Therm
heating efficiency!
Heats bisautifully I Superb new
styling,rich brown finish, brass
door pull!
Hoots cluanl Exclusive Dual
Chamber Burner is clean burnlug on high or low fire setting
and gives more hest from every
drop of oil.
Extra vales features Automatic
Draft Minder ... Waste Stopper ... C.00rdinased Controls.

MAIN ST.

PRONE 291

Anti - Freeze

WHILE IT LASTS; OPS REGULAR $1.50 TYPE

95c Gallon

L. C. Turner of Clinton was a
visitor in Fulton Monde:
,

FOR ALL'ROUND
FAMILY ENJOYMENT
We stock only the latest models!
WESTINGHOUSE - ADMIRAL - PHILCO
MOTOROLA - RCA
Booeters, aerials, parts, etc on hand for complete installation
and maintenance.
—YOUR TELEVISION HEADQUARTERS—

Ever* month our employee magazine
contains one or more pages of
pictures of telephone employees who
have
been promoted to management.
That speaks well of employee opportunity
In the telephone business.
Management jobs at Southern Bell are filled
by
promotions through the ranks. Last year
there were 819 promotions to supervisory positions
.
There were also 5,834 promotions to
higher non-supervisory jobs, and 615 promotions
In
higher management positions.
This policy of opportunity and recognition for the
individual employee means good management
SOUTHERN BELL
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH
COMPANY

and better telephone service for you. Coupled with good
pay, fair treatment and one of.industry's best employes
benefit programs, it explains wh)
, more than half
of the employees we had 20 years ago •
are still with the Company.

-
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I.

Dukedom Route Two

c011ele dinner
Nests at their
iL Each table
I red rosebud.
r was present..
In her chosen
aks won high
ge and
Mrs.
second high.
was low. Mrs.
winner of the
icluded about
guests.
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ITIS!
lerfully bless1 to active life
Led in nearly
3ody and with
from head to
atoid Arthritis
! Rheumatism,
ad my ankles
'ohibits telling
t if you will
ly at once and
ived this won-

5. Wier
Ills Drive
3122
ississippl

1.10,11
Plumsell

ry Yates, Sunday.
16.
Joyce Tayksr
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Bushart and
"he weather
family
visited in Paducah, Suncontinues good for
gathering the crops and
the farm- day.
ers are really busy.
Mrs. Allen Rowland, Ludara,
Sunday visitors of W.
Bro. Morelock
L Row- Mariellen and
land and Allie were: Mr.
and Mn. visited Mrs. Oliver Taylor and
Norman Puckett and Sue
Joyce
awhile
Monda
y afternoon.
of Lone
Oak and Mr. and Mrs.
Mr .and Mrs. Pearl Raines and
Cayce School News
L. J. WillHickman High School
iams and Dolares Ann
Bettye
of
Mayfie
ld
visited Mrs.
of PaduMr.
Darnell, Principal, wishes
cah.
Ira Raines, Sunday.
SENIOR NEWS
Mrs. Tennie House visited
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Akin of to express his appreciation to all
her
those
who
assiste
in
d
makin
g
our
After
sister, Mrs. Tye Finley
a hard week of practice
Martin were Sunday guests
one day
of prograni, Friday night a finan- the
Seniors presented their Minlast week.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. House.
strel Show Friday night, October
-Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates were cial success.
Emerson
Colonel Charlie Burrow, the 17, at 7:45. The
in Mayfield Monday shopping.
were the Sunday guests
show was a big
of
capable auctioneer, is responsible success with a
apn, Robert and family of their
large crowd atWingo.
for the high prices of the boxes. tending. The
Norman Jean Wilson and
Seniors cleared aWINGO NEWS
To him we render thanks.
bout $160.00, from the event.
ley Glisson visited Jo Ann ShirMrs. Dewey Fields
The gross receipts for the evenMembers of the chorus were:
er, Friday nightand attend Luthed the
ing
were:
$777.31
of
which the
Mr .and Mrs. ..!harley :aekson
Master of ceremonies,
box supper at Cuba.
Billy
baskets
ball
queen
electio
n ac- Terrell Garrison.
and children spent Saturday night
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Moore
visitcounte
d
for
$852.21
Mary
.
Kathwith Mr. and Mrs. John Hopkins.
Jarnup, Bobby Wright; Honey,
ed her mother, Mrs. Addle
Walfrom the ninth Jerry
Miss Olive Johnson visited Mr. erine Burcham
Castleman; Greaseball,
ston, Sunday
afternoon in the
grade
won
the
covete
d
honor.
She
and
George
Mrs. Grover
Bush;
home of Mrs. Lillie Canter
Rosbon, Eldon
Gossom and
of Se- James, Sunda
will be crowned
Queen
at
Easter
the
wood;
y afternoon.
Bonehead, Russell
dalia. Mrs. Walston is ill. We
wish
first basketball game November Hutchins; Clobbe
Mr.
Leon
Vaugh
her a speedy recovery.
rhead, Hkrold
n was admitted
4th. The King and Queen elected Garrison; Conley
Mrs. Jeanette Hicks and daugh- to the Mayfield hospital Friday.
Belle, Corrine
We hope him a speedy recovery. from the elementary school were Sharp; Petunia,
ters visited Mr. and Mrs.
Pearl Colley;
Jack
Mrs. Addie
Bolton of Fresno, Dalton Darnell and Judy Wolber- Corey Ann, Jeannette
Starks, Sunday.
Oliver;
ton from the fifth grade.
Manda, Patricia Jo Gaddie; PrisMr. and Mrs. Noah McNatt of California and Mr. and Mrs. P. J.
Friday night, October 24th is sy, Maxine
Scott of Barvin, Texas visited Mr.
Logan; Jemima,
Tr -City visited his uncle, J..
J.
the big night of the
year—The Alyce Stahr;
Lulu Belle, Del
McNatt and Mrs. McNatt, Sun- and Mrs. Dewey Fields, Thursday
Annual' Hallowe'en
Carnival. Rhea Roberts; Dopey, Kathry
day. Mr. McNatt is unimproved. and Thursday night.
n
Barbec
ue
sandwi
ches,
hot
dogs
Bradley;
Mr. and Mrs. John
Zola,
Paula
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor and
Hopkins and
Jean
cold
drinks
will
be
sold
spent
at
Rhodes
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
, Foghorn, Frank Allen;
Joyce were the Sunday afternoon
six o'clock.
Pea Ball, David Roberts: Bean
guests of Mrs. Pearl cooley and Charley Jackson and family.
The
featur
for
es
the
evenin
Eye,
g
Mrs.
Vera
Porter
Lou Garner; Beulah,
Fields was the dinLee Johnson.
Mrs. Cooley has
ner guest of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey will be—Bingo, Cake walk, Fish Clara McClellan; Ida Lee, Sue
been ill, but is better.
.
pond, Sweet shop, and
Fortun
Hall;
Fields
e
Sunday
Mamm
y, Jane
.
Mr. and Mrs. Zell
Kearby;
Singleton
Mrs. Idah Yates spent last week telling. The highlight will be the Blubber, Ray Kemp; Coon Dog,
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Her"Hous
e of Horrors". Be sure to Terry Cashion; Liza
with her daughter, Mrs. DeweyJane, Paula
Fields and is visiting her grand- see that! Come—bring your fam- June Hornsby; Honey Pot, Richily and enjoy an evening of fun. ard Hunter; Suzie
son In Fulton this week.
Nell, Dorothy
Welcome to Mr. and Mrs. Fuz- The price of admission is 10 and Petty; Killer, Donald Hammock.
15
cents
which
entiles
you to a
zy Vaughan and
family, who
Yvonne Yarbrough, editor-inhave just moved into our neigh- chance on the door prize.
We
are
sorry
to
lose
three
very chief of "The Bluff" announced
borhood from
Water
Valley.
We're also glad to have Mr. and fine students, Ferrell, Noma Jean that the "dummy" of the yearMrs. Douglas Hopkins and family and Jimmie Evans who are mov- book has been completed. Congratulations, staff!
from Mayfield, they both are em- ing to Troy, Tenn.
Two new pupils enrolled this
plo:- nd at the Merit Clothing Co.,
Junior News
week—Louise and Billy Ray Erat Mayfield.
The Juniors
have been busy
win—transfers from
Woodland practic
ing on a play written by a
Mills, Tenn.
fellow Junior, Pat
BEELERTON NEWS
Townsend.
The play will be given the
Mrs. Leon Wright
night
Red
Devil
of
Name
s
the
crowning of Mr. and Miss
Mrs. Lewis Hindman and chilHickm
an
High School.
dren of Detroit visited relatives Ann Bowen Queen
here and in Clinton last week.
On Saturday, November 1, Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Nall, Mrs. Ann Bowen
, attractive brunette
Myrtle Latta, Mrs. Serena Elliott in the senior
class of South Fuland Mr. and Mrs. Luther Moore ton, has been
elected to reign as
and daughter were Sunday guests football queen
at the 1952 Homeof Rev. and Mrs. E. C. Nall.
coming game with
Dresden at
Mrs. Letha White visited Mr. Memorial Field.
She is the daughand Mrs. Leon Wright, Friday af- ter of Mr.
and Mrs. Tansel Bowen
ternoon.
and is a former cheerleader.
Jerry House spent the weekAtte,,dants will bi Misses Linend with Bobby Hancock.
da Hedge and Sherry Owens. The
Friends of Mrs.
Rob Morris cordnation
ceremony will take
will be sorry to learn that she fell place before
the game. The queen
and broke her hip at her home in will
be crowned by the captain
Flint, Mich. She is seriously ill.
of South Fulton's team.
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I.

SPACE MAKER
REFRIGERATOR
ONLY $199.95
As Little $2.25 Per Week
after down payment

GET ALL THREE!

o

Extra Space!

•G-E Features!
Dependability!
•G-E

'•

A
STAi°4SS1EVII
STAY-NEW
STAY-NEW
MEANS THAT FACTORY-FRESH LOOK

MEANS TOP-QUALITY, EXCLUSIVE "OK"
PROCESS

STAY-NEW

I.

Have you been shopping at Forrester's yet?

Self Service - Just Serve Yourself
Best Brands - Top Names, All Lines
Most Modern Stocks - Brand New!
WE ARE NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS ..
..
everything brand new, including fixtures,
stocks and the "self-service" idea for a 10c

store in Fulton. Our fresh, specially-selected
stocks are your GUARANTEE of the newest,
latest and most-wanted items.

Forrester's5&10c Store
MAIN STREET, NEXT TO FORRESTER'S
SHOE SHOP

FULTON, KENTUCKY

VOTE FOR

TOM UNDERWOOD

LET YOUR CLOTHES

list.

Sophomore News
The entire student body enjoyed two short movies,
"Hurry,
Hurry" and "Kitchen Mechanics" CRUTCHFIELD NEWS Reno Williams.
given October 20 by the SophoBryan Roberts left for Memphis
Mrs. Lucille Willlams
more class. The
Sunday where he will manage It.
money which
Pvt. Ray Jackson of Fort Knox, R. Willia
they made will go on their candims Produce Co., at 779
date for Miss H. H. S., Nadine Ky., is home on a furlough visit- N. 6th Street, for Mr. Reno Willing his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. iams, who is opening for busine
Pickett.
ss
Jackie Jackson and family.
in Memphis. We wish both of
Miss Sue Jarvis spent Saturday them success in their business.
Freshman News
night with Miss Barbara Turner,
Mrs. Paul Bradley and daughMrs. Eston Hale and children ter, Kay,
A box supper was held by the
and Mrs. Carl Bradshaw
Freshman class
narrowly escaped death, ThursSaturday night went to St. Louis, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Faulkner Will- day afternoon,
at the Joy Box. The
proceeds
when the car Mrs.
went for Ann Cox, their candi- iams of Louisville, Ky., spent Fri- Bradley was driving was
hit by a
day
and
Saturday with Mr. and train at the crossing here
date for Miss H. H. S.
shortly
Mrs. J. P. Williams.
after noon. The motor had stopMrs. Gailon Hardison and chil- ped and she
was
unable
to
Kssembly was held
get it
Friday. dren spent Sunday
afternoon started in time to get out of the
Hickman High was honored with visiting
her mother, Mrs. Ivy Na- train's way. The
three occupants
the presence of three outstanding bors.
jumped to safety just before the
visitors from the University
of
Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Willia
ms
train hit the car, hurling it quite
Kentucky. A short talk was given spent
Sunday evening visiting J. away down the track.
The car was
by each.
B. Williams, and Mr. and Mrs. completely demoli
shed.

J

FOR

UNITED
STATES
__SINAT011.10/4 UNDUIN900

SENATOR
ON THE DEMOCRATIC TICKET

GENERAL ELECTION,TUESDAY, NOV. 4,
SENATOR UNDERWOOD'S RECORD IN

1952

CONGRESS

IS AN OPEN BOOR — HE'S YOUR FRIEND.

IS YOUR GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION
•
FULTON HARDWARE
AND

—PHONE 130—

FURNITURE CO.

OK Laundry

Lake Street

Phone 1

Arefmehm4 &oar

iENERALO ELECTRIC

REFRIGERATORS

Send Him Back
With Your Vote On Nov. 4th.

AND SANITONE CLEANERS
PAID
"1111111111111011111MW

4111111111111.1110110/1410.0

rourricAL ADVERTISEMENT

or.

LIMESTONE
FOR COMMERCIAL AND FARM USE

DRINK LOTS Of PURE MILK-----AND BUILD LOTS OF ENERGY!

We serve Fulton, Hickman, Graves, Weakley and
Obion Counties; prompt delivery; just pick up
your phone!

'FALL
HEAL1

Fall is
rats and
start a
accordini
Entnmolt
aim Ker
of Realtk
IvId

111117,...
1
1111

---ALL LIMESTONE WEIGHED-PMA ORDERS FILLED IN ALL COUNTIES

CLINTON LIMESTONE COMPANY
Fulton Phone 301
Clinton Phone 3631
Key Street
Alabama

PuRE
MILK CO.

PUCK
MILK CO.

Pia&A-

caw&A-

PASTEURIZED HOMOGENIZED

PASTEURIZED)
HOMOGENIZED

-

sm. nett
and trait
buildings
However,

`•\."
/

Maryland

IS. U

‘I

.olt

made 1.1(1111

Mississippi State

Bring Your

Georgia Tech

Sawyer's Market

—from—

Phone 75
Conveniently Located;
good stocks
of all kinds of groceries and fresh meats
We appreciate your business.
US!--Mississippi

DINNER

J.

Missouri

ENTER! WIN
CASH PRIZES
EACH WEEK

FOOTIIIILL
(011TEST
1. In each ad on this page you will find
football games being played this weekend. Fill in your guess as to each score and
either send in the page, or write scores on
a piece of paper and send us the paper. Include your name and address and send
scores to FOOTBALL EDITOR, THE
FULTON NEWS, Fulton, Ky. Do NO/
mend to the advertisers.

(

OWNED AND OPERATED BY JOE HORNER
Tulane

auziety /Fame

'i
'
'
fi
•
ifr--Igritl'."%--,II•

:„. . . . .,. . :.

Fulton

Duke

319-23 Walnut Street
Illinois

Purdue

CHRYSLER ANgt PLYMOUTH DEALER
SALES AND SERVICE

5 YEARS OLD—

For tl

NOTHING (HANGED
BUT THE PRICE
—NOT—

6.79 FIFTH
3 19 PINT
2.12 % PINT

LIQUORS AND WINES

111 Carr Street
North Carolina

$2.75 PINT
$1.40 1-2 PT.

LEGION CAFE

FORD'S LIQUOR STORE

Delicious short orders

"You are always welcome at our Store"
FULTON, KENTUCKY

Pit Bar-B-Q

ICE (OLD BEER

Bottled By The Old Joe Distillery ComPany,

Located on 4th Street next door to the American Legion
Open 24f hours a day
Frank Wiggins, Owner

Lawrenceburg, Kentucky

Georgia

Florida

it

•••••••••••

You'll enjoy the good food at the

P.C.FORD
NEAL LOONEY
PETE PETERSON

5.25 FIFTH
3.25 PINT
1.65 % PINT

40
$41Fifth

PHONE 1267
Notre Dame

408 E(

—NOT-

NOW ONLY

X-100 MOTOR OIL
--USED CARS---

Virginia

FOR THE FINEST IN

New 1

BOTTLED IN BOND—

SHELL GAS

Phone 169

So

OLD JOE
,

KING MOOR COMPANY

Phone 905

The Same!

a. Person getting MOST WINNERS
right will receive $3; second beet, $2; third
best $1. Judging will be done following
Monday after games are Played and
checks mailed winners that night. In cam
of ties, closest scores will determine winner.

SEE THE NEW -

207 E. 4th St.

MDADE FURNITURE COMPANY

3. Estries may be brought to the NEWS
office in person by noon Saturday, day
after issue, or, if mailed, MUST be postmarked by noon of that day. One set of
score; per person. All games listed must
be scored.

Highway 51 Just North of By-Pass

BURNETTE TRACTOR COMPANY

fortably)

$159.50

Nothing To Buy; Anyone Can
Win! Just Follow These Simple
Rules: - - - -

011
'
TRACTORS
AND OTHER
EQUIPMENT
---ON DISPLAY AT THE--

A

Indiana
Kentucky

Tennessee

Wofford

Iowa ............. ........

Northwestern
Cincinnati
Ohio State
mlmo, •••••

41.

I

Prompt I
make of
Largo it
farmers,
p
Bring as
paired.

(Heats 6 or 7 rooms com•

ZIPPY CAFE

JOHN DEERE.

70,800 BTU
OIL HEATER

.Iowa State

—OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY—

Auburn

WINTER!

PHONE 42
MAYFIELD HIGHWAY
Complete shop for repairing, greasing, oil changing,etc. Now is
the time to get your FORD ready for fall and winter!

Delicious Steaks
Tasty Chops
Golden Fried Chicken
Seafoods
Home-Baked Pies
Your Favorite Salads

Mom.

Just What You Need For a Warm Comfortable

(ASH MOTOR COMPANY

We "19441

Enjoy a delicious
dinner here served
in the pleasant
atmosphere of our
modern dining

Vanderbilt

FORDS LOVE FORD SERVICE

East Fourth Street

ArIcinsas

Home for Service

207

FALL BRINGS BREEDING SEASON FOR RATS

• trol program is available from
The saving of les
Pedeza seed
your local health department.
getting off to a good
start this ,
week, with the weather permitting, many acres are ready to
be I
CAYCE NEWS
combined. Those who will be enFall is the breeding season .for rat
control
gaged are the Roberts Brothers,
Clarice Bondurant
campaign, Mr. Welch
rats and Una is a good time to urges
A joint proposal of Kentucky
a
Gilbert and William, Burton Lasstart a rodent control program, communitcontrol program on a
Mrs. Dula Neece of Los Angeles. siter and Mr.
y-wide basis.
Leander Nelson Utilities Company and 14 other
according to
Ernest V. Welch,
private electric companies to supBy making food and shelter in- Calif., Mrs. Louetta Davis, Phoen- and son, Jimmy Lee. Many other,
Entomologist, Engineering Diviply the full power requirements
ix, Ariz., and Mr. and Mrs. J. P.
mers save their own seed,
sion, Kentucky State Department accessible, the problem of ridding Flynn and daughter of St. Louis.
of
the new Portsmouth, Ohio, ata community of rats can be largeof Health.
omic plant was accepted today
ly accomplished, Welch pointed Mo., visited Mr. and Mrs. Dood
(October 15) by the Monde EnCampbell
Individuals are urged to wage out.
Rock Springs News
"Poisons and traps may be Scearce and Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
ergy Commission.
a one-man war against rats by used
last week-end.
also
Nettle
by
Lee
these
Copelen
offer
only
The agreement
eLarlinating rat harbors, garbag?1
between the
short term protection," he said.
Rev. and Mrs. Earl Baird are
and trash heaps, and rate-proofing
Mrs. May Hardison spent Fri- A. E. C. and the Ohio Valley Elecvisiting
relatives in Akron, Ohio day afternoon
Communities going
tric
"all
Corporati
buildings on
out"
on,
formed
their
by the
premises.
with Mrs. Ella
15 companies, covers a 25-year
However, for a really successful for rodent control should make this week.
Veatch.
certain that all householders and
Mrs. Ida Sloan spent a few days
period with extensions available
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Elliott for
storekeepers
eliminate piles of last week with Mr. and Mrs Raythe commission. The immedispent Monday m Crutchfield.
discarded materials, accumula- mond Adams and Helen Kay.
ate liability of the A. E. C. exSeveral from this community tends
tions of paper, cartons etc. Adeto August I, 1953, prior to
Mrs. Moseley of
near Union attended the singing convention
quate garbage storage, collec- City spent the week-end
which tizne the A. E. C. will retion, and disposal methods also and Mrs. E. C. Moseley with Mr. at Wesley Sunday.
quest
from
Congress an increase
and Eddie.
Fay Jackson spent Monday in the
are necessary
•i-ERE IS ONLY A NAIRand
limitations of its authority
buildings
Mrs.
Lula
Tyler
night
of
with
Nashville,
Martha
Kay
Copelen. to incur liability for
UWE. MARGIN IBEI\AfEE14 throughout the community should Tenn., spent last week
cancellation
with Vire.
Mr. J. C. Sugg, Sr., visited Mr.
be rat-proofed by the stoppage
Clarence Williams and Mr. and and Mrs. Edd Byrd for awhile charges under power contracts,
8UCCES5 N40 FAILURE. of openings
where rats might en- Mrs.
Under
the
agreemen
t the corMurrell Williams and fam- Sunday afternoon.
ter.
poration is to supply
1,800,000
Mrs. Bernie Stallins visited her kilowatts
It is well known that rats carry ily.
of
Miss Eva Johnson spent
last daughter, Mrs. R. A. Brown, Uranium-235 electricity for the
such serious diseases as rat bite
gaseous diffusion
fewr, murine typhus fever, bu- week with Mrs. Margaret Garth Thursday.
plant. K.
President R. M.
Luther Veatch and Mrs. Perry Watt said U.
bonic plague, infectious Jaundice of Union City, Tenn.
it also provides that the
Pvt. Carl McMurray, who is Veatch were Wednesday afternand food infections. In addition,
corporatio
n
will design and conthey destroy millions of dollars visiting his parents, Mr. and Mn. oon visitors, of Mr. and Mrs. Edd street the necessary generating
James McMurray has been trans- Byrd.
worth of food and
facilities, furnish reserve capsgrain each ferred from Texas to
Mrs. Nora Copelen and Martha city from its
Memphis,
year.
existing system and
Tenn.
Kay Copelen
were
week-end
Advice on a effective rat conRev. and Mrs. Nylander and visitors in the home of Mr. and make available up to 465,000 kiloson, Mrs. J. C. Menees and Mrs. Mrs. Herman Prince, near Pryors- watts of power from its existing
system during construction and
Aldridge were in
Union
City burg.
early operation of the new atomic
shopping Saturday afternoon.
plant prior to completion of new
Mrs. Daisie
Bondurant and
fee the exterior et yew be.
I
Clarice were dinner guests of Mr. I CHICAGO, ILL. NEWS gnerating facilities.
The corporation
will design,
and Mrs. J. D. Boulton near FulPrompt repair service on ANY
, Sue Clark
construct and maintain two steam
ton, Sunday.
make elf radio at City Electric:
electric generating stations,
Pvt. Marshall Bondurant of Los
toCongratulations to Jerry Jenk- gether
Lulls *dm of tubes, transwith facilities required to
Angeles,
Calif., is visiting his ins of Paducah, Ky., who won transmit
-.—u ipeakers and other espower
from
the plants
parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Willie first prize last Sunday on Teleissallal parts ahvays on hand.
Bondurant. •
vision! He was on the Morris B.
isrles us your radios to be reSakes Show.
paired.
and Mrs. Bobby Parham
for body cod kin
AUSTIN SPRINGS andMr.children
are
attending the
Mrs. Carey Frields
Covenant Baptist Church serviMrs. Mason Copeland was a pa-• ces.
Choose your Druggist as you
SALES
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Parham
SERVICE•
tient at Jones Clinic last week
and children were Sunday guests choose your Doctor 401"705TOPPAR CT 1VT
for treatment.
EXCHANGE
Staff Sgt. Russell H. Puckett of Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Clark. The purity and quality of my
FURNITURE CO.
The ground was covered with product is the honesty and Inand wife left Sunday for Albetegrity of its maker. That is
qurque, New Mexico, where he snow Monday morning.
your prescription for your well
will be stationed at the Air Base
being-and our way of telling
Mrs. Eric Cunningham, Janella
you that our Pharmacy is your
and George Ed, of Dresden visited
safeguard for valuable dependher parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed
able, honest prescription servIT'S HERE
Frields last Sunday.
The
al Pal6.2
ice. Think twice about this
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Puckett and The Sensational New Invention
when you next have a prescripdaughter, Paula and Mrs. Doyle
Sutherland's "MD" Truss
tion filled. Think twice about
Frields were in
Gardener last No Belts — No Straps — No
Sunday.
your Druggist just as you do
Odors.
Your Doctor. Over 386,702 PreMr. and Mrs. Carroll Glass of Approved by Doctors — The
Mayfield were visitors here Sunscriptions filled in this Drug
World's Most comfortable
day, and guests of her
mother,
Store to date.
Truss.
Mrs. Mary Kath McClure. They
CITY DRUG CO.
were accompanied home by their
CITY DRUG CO.
C. H. McDaniel,
daughter, Ruth and children.
408
Lake St.
Tom Maddox.
Fulton
Mr. Grant Bynum has recently
installed a deep freeze and contemplates butchering a beef rather soon.
M. Bill
Mathis has recently
built a new garage joining
his
For Your Comfort and Safety
house on the west side.
Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Doron atOxygen Equipped Ambulances
tended a family reunion at the
home
of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Ben—and—
nett, near
Huntington, Tenn.,
New Invalid Car with Reclining Seat and Bed Sunday. Others attending were:
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Doron, Mayfield; Mr. and Mrs. Ed Donoho,
For the best in Ambulance mid Funeral Service Sedalia; Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Donoho and children, Alicia Doron and Mrs. Bill Doyle, Union
City. A delicious lunch was enjoyed and the
afternoon was
spent infomally.
Ann Whitnel
Owners and
Alderdice
Mr. Cecil
is critically
ill and hospitalized, due to a galland
Licensed Funeral
stone ailment. He will probably
Win Whitnel
Directors
undergo surgery this week. Mr.
Alderdice is employed at
the
408 Edding Street
Fulton, Kentucky Atomic Plant in Paducah, and
his many friends will be glad to
hear of his improvement.

'in,14 OTHERS TO
SUPPLY OHIO PLANT

HEALTH EXPERT URGB RAT CONTROL PLAN

The Fulton News

to the A. E. C. project.
Both
plants will be located on the Ohio
River, one either in Ohio or West
Virginia, and the other in Indiana
or Kentucky. Specific locations
are expected to be
announced
soon.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
Jesus marked out the way for
us and proved in his final victory
over death that his life was eternal in God. This will be explained
in all Christian Science services
next Sunday. The subject of the
Leison-Sermon is "Probation after Death."
Readings from the
Bible include the following verses from
Matthew: "Enter ye in at the
strait gate: . . . Because strait is
the gate, and narrow is the way.
which leadeth unto life, and few
there be that find it." (Matthew
7: 13, 14)

UNCLE HANK SEZ:

table

corn-

IN NEW LOCATION
The offices of the Division of
Public Assistance are now located
at the back of Dr. J. C. Hapcock's
offices in the Ray Graham Building next to Haws Hospital.

Friday, Oct. 24, 1952

Kentucky contributed many
famous soldiers to both the South
and the North during the Civil
War. Among them were Confederate officers
General John C.
Breckinridge, General Albert
Sidney Johnson, General John
Hunt Morgan; and Union officers
General Don Carlos Buell, General Jeremian
Boyle, Colonel
Frank WoLford, General Cassius
M. Clay, and General Speed Fry.
Abraham Lincoln and Jefferson
Davis, presidents of the "warring
nations" also were Kentuckians
by birth.

Dr. IL W.Connaughton
Veterinary Service
Phone ill-R
or Call 711
Graduate Veterinarian
Located on Martin-Fulton
Highway.

liawne-Itrkhr6/0/1

Why Sit Caught With Au Empty Bin?

IMARTIN-SENOUR

ORDER YOUR WINTER

MONARCH
HOUSE PAINT

COAL

PRESYCIWPRTION!

(ITY ELECTRIC".

905

1

Something Need Repairing ?

SUPPLY N-O-W
FROM

RUPTURE

CITY COAL CO.

nf Your Telephone Directory
TELL WHO CAN DO IT!

WHIMEL FUNERAL HOME
ANNOUNCES

BEST GRADES -:-:- ALL SIZES
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
TELEPHONE 51

1

®11®

1110 41111
ii° 11W

TELEPHONE 88

TH
[NT
)INT

FOR THE BEST IN HEATERS
offering you safe, steady, clean heat get a
KING - 0- HEAT CIRCULATOR
Check These Comfort Giving Money Saving
Advantages For Yourself
1. Beautiful enamel finish, easy to keep sparkling clean.
2. Fast, controlable heat, holds fire over night.
3. Large combustion chamber, burns'gases —
produces more heat from every lump of coal
4. Specially designed interchangeable all fire
brick lining.
5. Manifold distributor. Air at top of brick
line, giving maximum combustion.
6. Built-in coal chute and smokescreen makes
firing easier and reduces smoke to a minimum.
7. Front swing top, feed door provides easy
fueling.

fly.

SMALL DOWN PAYMENT
Will Hold Stove Until You Are Ready For It.

EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO.Fulion
.01•10 Mama

207 Church Street

Your family will join the "cleanplate" club when you serve delicious
meals cooked electrically.
Whether you roast, bake, boil or broil, exactly
controlled fast electric cooking will give you
better meals than ever.
There's ao guesswork with electric cooking.

KENTUCKY

Automatic controls count off the time—measure
the heat—do away with oven peeking and testing.
And clean electricity saves so much work. Your
electric range stays show-room bright for years.
No greasy grime smudges your kitchen walls and
curtains. Enjoy the extra advantages of electric
cooking. Ask your dealer for a demdtistration
today.

UTILITIES

ifiectricity Is Today's Biggest Bargain

COMPANY

mos
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FOR SALE:6 Springing Holstein ROOFING}
Ampludt Mingles
and roll roofing -- Galvanized
heifers; bangs treated, from
metal roofing — wood shingles.
good cows; sired artificially by
proven bulls. Moody Yates, KRAMER LUMBER CO. 501
WANTED: 100 country hams. Three miles south of Fulton, Walnut Street.
, The following were patients in
Ky.
Highest prices paid. Drive-In
Let us weatherstrip your win- tlie4ocal hospital Thursday.
Liquor Store, H. L."Buck" BusRoyal
Remraid
SALE:
dows
New
and doors. l'ulton Roofing
hart, Depot Street, Fulton, Ky. FOR
Insidation Company. Phone
ington Portable typewriters.
Mrs. Ezra Collier, Route 4, FulVictor
Adding
557
for
Remington
and
tree estimate.
FOR SAIj: Four Unit Apartment
ton; Mrs. Flays Harris, Route 3,
Machines. You can arrange conI house, well located in Fulton,
Fulton;
Titus King, Fulton; Mrs.
Keep your eyes on
venient budget payments. HarKy. Stoker-fired thermostat
Mettle Guynn, Route 1, Fulton,
vey Caldwell Co., 205 Commercontrol. Rents for $220 a month.
Basil Hawks, Latham; Jo Taylor,
cial Avenue.
One apartment vacant, holding
O. K.
Route 2, Crutchfield; Mrs. Ida
for someone to buy. Will sell
Moore, Hickman; Grundy Via,
for $13,500 with $2,500 down, ANNOUNCEMENT: Montez NewUsed Car Lot for
Route 1, Clinton; B. B. Stephenton has now joined Cinderilla
let rent pay itself out. See H. L.
son, Fulton; Cs C. Hill, Route 3,
Beauty Shop staff. She invites
Hardy.
bargains. _
Union City; Mrs. Fannie Ward,
the patronage of her friends..
Route 1, Fulton; Mrs. W.
W.
DEEP FREEZE home Freezers,
CITY
Etheridge, Route 3, Union City;
MOTOR CO.
Westinghouse Appliances, Mo- FOR RENT: Rent a new typeMn. Pearl Pigue, Water Valley;
writer or adding machine.
torola Television at your "ApPRICES PA1P for country Mrs. Prudence
Hudspeth, MosAvailable by week, month or
pliance Headquarters". City
bring
a;
us
your
eggs.
cow;
and Flrnest Hill, Route 5,
quarter. Low Rates. If you deElectric Company on CommerHickman.
cide to keep the machine after
cial Avenue.
renting it, the amount paid can
Jones Hospital:
BARGAIN! While it lasts Utility
be applied on the purchase.
Mrs. Leslie Nugent, Fulton;
Fir Framing Lumber-2x4's,
Harvey Caldwell Co., 206 ComLittle Thomas Hackett, Route 3,
and 2x8's—Kiln Dried-48.00
mercial Ave.. Phone 674.
Union City; Mrs. John Matthews,
per hundred. KRAMER LUMRoute 4, Fulton; Mrs:- C.
B.
BER CO., Walnut St., Phone 96 MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
Jones, Cayce; Mrs. Mancel Warand automatic models, $124.96
ren and baby, Fulton; Mrs, EdFOR SALE or Trade — One apand up. Sales and service.
win Harrison, Fulton; and Mrs.
artment house. Top rent. Stays
Bennett Electric. Phone 201,
Lewis Sensing and baby, Fulton.
rented. P. 0. Box 202, Fulton,
Fulton,
Ky.
Haws Memorial:
Kentucky.
Mrs. Leonard
Franklin and
SAVE $100. New deluxe sewing
baby, Water Valley; Mrs.
Edmachines. Lifetime guarantee.
mund King, Fulton; Mrs. Georgia
Consoles, Portables, desks. Uses
McKenzie, Fulton; Jessie Cloys,
all Singer attachments. Sales,
Route 2, Fulton; John Napier, Sr.,
repairs, parts. Write or phone
BARGAINS!
942 Cloar's Sewing Machines Nearly-new, magazine-type coal Union City; Master Thomas Sexton, Route 2, Martin; Mose Davis,
stove, in excellent
and Service. Milan, Tenn. Free
conditlbn;
Mrs. William Lowery,
used only one winter. Going for Fulton;
home demonstration and trial.
CitYce;. and 011ie Kennedy, Fulhalf-price:
No obligation.
ton.
$30. CASH.
FOR RENT: Floor sanding machine and electric floor polish Another
magazine - type coal
er and electric vacuum clean
heater, in usable condition,
era. Exchange Furniture Co. $5.00 CASH.
Phone 35, Church Street
Coal-fired hot water heater, pracFOR SALE: One horse, singletically brand-new, with water
phase electric motor; One 10
pipe fittings and what flue pipe
HONEY DRIP
/
1 2 gal. 1.50
gallon capacity electric churn.
we have on it. Going for less
SORGHUM, gal. ------..2.5O
Churns 5 gallons at a time; than half-price:
CHEAP. Compressor and moCOCONUT-CHO. DROP
$10.00 CASH.
tor,
also
paint-spray gun;
COOKIES, lb. bag
49c
CHEAP. See at City
Meat
FLORIDA
Market or call 378.

ORANGES, doz.

Miss Ann Mcimde and Wendell Norman, students at U. K.,
Lexington, spent the
week-end
with their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Maxwell McDade and Mrs. H. C.
Hooker.

Vol ur

ADL
KNO

CARSSSANT PUPUMS. .15 10 17.00
CAUSSANT COLOGNI. 1.25.1.00
PROSTID C.elegne SINS . 1.00,2.0
DUSTING POWDII
1.11
GM SITS
2.25, 2.10.3.10
Ow Ism

49c

RED DELICIOUS

APPLES,lb.

15c

5-Lbs. 49c

LARD stand $5
OF COMFORT
OF HEALTH
OF FUEL DOLLARS
With fuel prices now higher than ever, heat losses in
uninsulated homes add up to staggering figures...
cost
homeowners millions of dollars every year. WS a crime!
It's easy to cut fuel bills and eliminate discoififort.
Insulate with Fiberglas* Home Insulation! You'll reduce
drafts. You'll have fewer colds. You'll be warm—even
on the coldest days. And—you'll save up to 40% on
the cost of heating your home!

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS — White Cream Style

Can you afford it? Yes! Lower fuel bills will pay for
the insulation in just a few years. After that, the savings
(which go on for the life of your home) are pure gain!
You can't afford not to have it! Insulate now and start
enjoying comfort immediately!

WHITE SAIL

TISSUE
4 Roll Pkg.

ror the follow robe eat stop
this holtitrirl Phew we wow
for a free meioses* or poor
horned

With Wash Cloth

THE ALL NEW

CHEER
Soap Powders
Large
29c
Giant
69c

1- 1111,R,61,‘s

A. C. BUTTS and SONS
Fulton Roofing & Insulation Co

GROCERIES — FEEDS — SEEDS
PHONE 602 - 603

WE DELIVER

111 Washington Street(Next to Telephone Office)Phone

557

•
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